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JAILER SMALL
KEEPS MEN BUSY

A P R I L 16, 1914

P R IC E 4 C E N T S

brothers, but from a physical stand
point W . W. is much the bigger man.
He’s an interesting man, too, when
he talks.
He has made remarkable
good use of the half century of life
Three hundred cords of wood is i that’s already been his. Not a city
or town in the South or the West Well Known Guide Predicts Late
the stunt which Sheriff Small puts
Listening to Lure of $75 and Is Happy and Evidently Thinks He
of any importance that he has not
up to his boarders in the Franklin visited.
Date
for
Ice
Leaving.
For six and a half years
Is a Canary.
“ Keep” Manager of Boston
county jail for a spring and sum he traveled.
The cash carrier was
mer job.
Red Sox Played Ball
his line and he installed them in all
Rangeley, Maine, April 14, 1914.
Some time in June 1913 a little
The sheiff and the jailer
are the large business houses of
the To the Editor of Maine W oods:
yellow bird built a nest in a tree
at Weld.
Replying to your inquiry of the 13th
near the back door of the Phillips
I will say that we are having it very
Home Bakery.
We have received a copy of The
The Rem ington Cuba
cold and backward.
Still
having
When the birds were about half
never find a “ bad o n e "
good sleighing although a few signs San Diego Union, published in San grown one little fellow met with mis
in their m etallice.
of spring.
It is fine sleighing on Diego, Cal., sent us by the courtesy fortune, falling from his nest and a
the lake as the snow is all off leav of Carl E. Cragin, formerly o f Phil cat got after it.
lips in which the following article
ing the ice very smooth and glare.
Mrs. Cleveland, wife of the baker,
Unless we have unusually
warm appears:
took the little fellow in.
At that
“ C. E. Cragin of the San Diego time she had a female canary which
weather at once I don’t think it pos
sible, at least not probable, that the Savings Bank has a copy of the had been sitting on eggs that did not
lakes here will clear of iice before Maine Woods and Sportsman, pub- hatch.
Mrs. Cleveland put
the
May 16, although a week or ten days lished at Phillips, Me., and bearing little fellow in the cage with Mother
of real warm weather at this tim e jdate Thursday, July 29, 1909,
in Canary, and she mothered the little
of year causes a wonderful change which is given the story of how Bill orphan In great shape.
Carrlgan, now manager of the Bos
in the ice condition.
She fed him the same as her own
ton Red Sox, broke into baseball. and he is now a full grown bird and
Sincerely yours,
Chas. L. Harnden.*1 The story is a special to the paper hangs in a cage beside the
other
from Boston.
It states:
canaries.
“ Five years ago (in 1904) there
About two weeks ago he commenc
country, and in the meantime spent
three summers in Canada. Now he’s was in progress on Canant field, In ed to sing in a low sweet voice the
those same notes that he hears the canar
R em ington-UM C in the B ox with the Red Ball
back in Ms home country, and seems the town of Weld, one of
thrilling
baseball
contests
that
fill ies sing, and seems very happy in
A,
CENSUS of Revolver and Pistol Experts will show
to be just suited to the job. Mr.
his home eating, drinking and sing
a
far
m
ore'
important
place
In
this
that the majority use Remington-UMC cartridges—
Small tips the scales at two-fifty.
ing.
for prompt Iffnitlon, uniform and sure; and accuracy
He stands six feet, three and a half ,OWn
else. “ 4 « * *
. - . ___ , , ___
...____. . . remarks as He ain’t as good
as
demonstrated by world’* record*.
in his stockings, and, although he’s
the wust home boy we g o t/
and
World • Indoor Fifty-Shot Piatol Record held by George Armstrong . . 482 x 500
exceedingly good-natured (as
such
World’* Indoor Twenty-Five Shot Pietol Record held by George Armatrong 244 x 250
‘He’ll never make a ballplayer,’ were
giants can afford to be), the men
World’s Seventy-Five Shot Rapid Fire Record held by A . P. Lane . . .
605 x 750
heard.
World’s Outdoor Fooket Revolver Record held by A . P. Lane . . . . 211 x 250
and boys who wear the stripes hav
World’* Grand Aggregate Individual Record held by A . P. Lane . . .
1236
“The game was close, so very close
en’t seen fit, so far, to put up any
World’* Military Record held by Samuel Peterson...................................... 215 x 256
that the Weld fans saw an oppor
jobs
on
him.
your dealer give you the Remington-UMC ammunition you
ought to have ? For every standard make o f arm—
When the sheriff sent for W. W. tunity of meeting out defeat to the
The Union church was made very
With the score
ana the box bear* the Red Ball mark. Look for it.
to be the custodian of the big iron hated Dixfields.
keys, he was a hundred miles beand a couple of men on bases attractive last Sunday morning by
Remington Arm s - Union Metallic
yond the Mississippi and in latitude a striped-stockinged youngster step- the profusion of potted plants with,
Cartridge Co.
Among the hand
299 Broadway
New York
a little south of Farmington. That
confidently to the batters box. their blossoms.
some
Easter
lilies
was one sent by
was three years -ago last December. \
was Weld s
$75^ player,' the
He was in the West to regain h is!younS man who hailed from Lewis- Mrs. M. S. Kelley, in memory of
health.
The climate of the Sandy ton, and had been induced to come her daughter, Mrs. C. B. Whittemore,
River valley seems to be conducive to Weld because he was offered $75 who held to this pretty custom for
several years before her death* Miss
LA K E W O O D G AM PS,
Middledam, M aine
to this purpose.
In fact he had be and his ‘keep* for the season. Weld
Rosie Kelley had charge of the dec
needed
such
a
man
and
thought
fore resorted to the Maine
woods
One o f the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. Lake.
orations and was assisted by her
when he was run down in
health, this one the ideal.
Pond and Stream fishing^all near the camps. The five mile river affords the best of
fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room. For particulars write for free circular to
“ Of course, there were pessimists j sister, Mrs. C. M. Hoyt and Ruth
and for more than six years
had
i,
Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.
the Morton, Mar^ and Nina Hailiescharge of a large sporting camp at who spoke discouragingly of
■ M 0 0 ♦0 0 «
new
man,
and
never
failed
to
referlAlice
Parker and Berilla McKenzie,
Mooselookmeguntic lake.
And members of Miriam Brackett’s SunThe newspaper business, too, has to him as the ‘$75 player.’
j claimed a large part of his attention it was in this game that the first day scho°l class.
The musical selections were
apS E A S O N OF 1 9 1 4
in the past.
He owned an interest real test came. A scratch hit would
propriate
and
very
beautiful,
Prof.
in the Rumford Times and was ac- have brought fame to the ‘$76 play
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places. Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and Stream Fish
M. R. Keyes, Misses Florian Wlieelstruck
I tive in the management o f
that er,’ but alas! the new man
ing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet,
ei and Estelle Barker composing the
prosperous paper for a number of out.
choir with Miss Kathleen Noble ac
years.
The Maine Woods (at that
JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.
“ The young man who caused ail companist.
Miss Noble played a
1time called the Phillips Phonograph) this trouble for Weld was none other
^ W W W W V W V 'W W V W W W W W W V W *
most beautiful chime voluntary.
wa« his starting point in newspaper than William Carrigan, a
quiet,
By request, Rev. M. S. Hutchins
work.
He owned half of it; bought gentlemanly sort of chap.
To-day delivered the same sermon which he
it from the late J. W. Brackett and (in 1909) Carrigan is rated as one
gave one Sunday last October, “ Pre
later sold his half interest back to of the best ballplayers in the country paring for Eternity.”
Before the
Mr. Brackett.
And again he went —backstop of the fast Boston team
sermon Misses Miriam Brackett and
West and remained until the call of of the American league.”
Mountain View* Maine
Estelle Barker were baptized
and
his brother came over the wire to
And to-day (1914) Bill Carrigan is taken into the Congregational church;
For further p articu lars w rite or ad d ress
come to Farmington and have charge manager of the Boston Red Sox and also Mrs. C. L. Pierce who joined
of the jail and the men therein. His believes he is in for a shy at the by letter from the
Ridlonville
L. E. B O W LEY,
education is the kind that comes by world’s series with his 1914 bunch.” church.
At the close of the morn
| Mountain View,
Maine.
touching elbows with men from
ing services communion was observ
everywhere.
ed.
This wood-sawing job is in accord wood at a reasonable figure. Sher
ance with a law passed twenty-five iff Small delivers it ready for the
years ago or more by which
the stove, sawed any length desired, for
G R A N T ’S C A M P S ,
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E .
county commissioners were authoriz seven dollars per cord.
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
The prisoners, too, rather
like
ed to employ the prisoners In break
bath. Write for information, train service etc.
something to do, and they were not
ing
stone
unless
workshops
were
ED GRANT & SON CO.
provided for them at the jail. But all displeased when the camera man
the Farmington roads are not built set up his hooded instrument just
The sale of fancy articles a^id food
of stone, so when the State authori outside the big iron doors. In fact at the Parish, House last Friday af
they seemed to think it a
good ternoon and evening by the ladies
B LAK ESLEE LAKE GA£\pS
X ties began to insist that the prison
left of the Social Service club was suc
c* ers should get busy, it was decided scheme and didn’t care to be
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake, y
out.
to open a wood yard.
cessful far beyond their anticipar
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream
Salmon up to 4
One young fellow, when he first tions.
An
addition
was
constructed
The ladies netted over $60.
pounds In size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
£
on the old
jail
building; it was committed, inquired of the sher
The
rooms
were very prettily dec
JOSEPH H. W H ITE , Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
y
has plenty of air and is well-light iff about the striped suits. He was orated with green and white crepe
ed.
The system has been in oper told that they were all in use, and, paper and dozens and dozens
of
days eggs colored in various hues were
ation only about four years, but it as he was In for only a few
lias had the effect of reducing the awaiting trial, he need not change, strung through the rooms. This work
commitments for
vagrancy from but the sheriff couldn’t put him of blowing and coloring the eggs
The young fellow searched a- was divided among the ladies and
twenty-five or thirty in one winter off.
Do you know that the R A N G E LE Y LAKES AND DEAD to less than a baker’s dozen for the round until he came across a dls- they had been working on them for
RIVER REGION situated on a high tableland in northern MAINE, year.
The knights of the
road carded striped suit and, when the several weeks.
It was a very ap
is an ideal country in the SUMMER SEASON, being about 2,000 shy at the big wood pile. It gives doors were opened again, he was propriate thought for the Easter dec
and dressed in prison garb, and seemed orations.
feet above the sea level with m agnificent mountain scenery, the prisoners something to do
satisfied.
They file
their own
The general committee for
the
makes
less
work
for
the
prison
phy
spring water, pure air, and the best o f accommodations, from a
have arrangement of the sale was Mrs.
sician.
It also furnishes the folks saw’s, grind their own axes,
palatial, fashionable hotel to the modest but clean and comfortable around Farmington plenty of
fire plenty to eat and drink; they sleep C. E. Gould, Mrs. M. S. Kelley, Mrs.
log cabin.
warm; work only eight hours out of W. V. Larrahee.
On the
food
the 24; and on the whole they have table, Mrs. Gould, Mrs. Lewis Reed,
a higher average of
cheerfulness Mrs. John Dunham; Easter food
publishes a booklet descriptive o f this territory, which contains a
than many men who sleep on hair table, Mrs. George Dennison,
Mrs.
neat little map o f this whole region. It is yours for the asking.
mattresses and eat Porter House Charles Dunham; fancy work, Mrs.
aad moths wanted for colleges
__ _ — _____ p rices paid. O utd oor
summer work. Get coi■mpiete book of instruction* and detail*.
Address
Send 2« stamp
JA M Eg
’
SINCLAIR, Entomologist. Dept
9,
steak.—Lewiston Journal.
(Continued on page four.)
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serious wealth in fur that forms a respec
table item in the sum of
Massa
Other
The young martins usually are suf chusetts’ natural resources.
states
have
appreciated
the
econo
ficiently strong to venture out about
the middle of July, the parent bird mic value of these animals, and Con
piloting them away in the morning necticut, Vermont, New Hampshire
and returning with them at night and Maine all have passed laws giv
for about a week when they soon ing some or all of these animals pro
afterward migrate to the south again tection during the season when their
starting during the latter part of skins are of little or no value.
their young without any
trouble.

'm odem ? 20
safety, com fort and con ven i
en ce o f the
solid top, closedin breech and side ejection features
are com bined w ith the quick, easy
m anipulation o f the popular sliding
fore-end or “ pu m p” action in the new
M odel 20 ffZar/iH rifle.
In rapid firing'—-the real test of a re
peater—the fflcw fcn solid top is always a
protection and prevents smoke and gases
blowing back; the ejected shell is never
thrown into your face or eyes, and never
interferes with the aim; the fat forearm fits
your hand and helps quick operation.
It handles the short, long and long-rifle
cartridges without change in adjustment,
and the deep Ballard rifling guarantees the
accuracy, making it the finest little rifle in
the world for target shooting and for all
small game up to 150 or 200 yards.

Z/Zar/in

For full description of
all 772ar/ifi Repeaters,
just get our 135-page
catalog. Mailed free
for 3 stamps postage.

77ie77?ar//n /7rearm s Ca,
33

billow Street.

PURPLE

8.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

M A R T IN S SO O N
M A IN E .

DUE

IN

D. Edes, F o x c ro ft
B ird
L o v e r,
T e lls o f th e
C r u e lty of T h e ir
F e a th e re d V is ito rs .

The time is drawing near when
the purple martin, this most popular
and interesting bird, will
return
from its winter home in the south to
take up its abode in New England
for the summer season.
The martin is a most
peculiar
bird in many respects, and after a
study of it for many years there is
still something new to learn from
its varied habits.
As is well known this is the larg
est bird of the swallow family. The
male is of a beautiful glossy purple
hue when closely examined, though
one would call it black at a dis
tance, while the female is of
a
grayish color upon its breast while
the upper part of its body is
the
polor of the male.
In this part of Maine the
first
ones to appear in the spring arrive
from about the 15th to the 23rd of
April, others following until
about
June first or later.
But the most
of them get along about the 12th
or 15th of May when they begin to
nest.
Not all of them that
lay rear
young birds, however, and some of
them are guilty of deliberate murd
er by deserting their young
when
half grown and migrating to their
southern home.
They usually lay two eggs, though
the writer has known them to lay
three, and rear them until
nearly
half grown, when they would
push
one of them out, as much as to say
that they were no good and unfit to
live, thus showing a dispositiug to
observe the law of eugenics.
One fall after the birds had left,
I had occasion to clean out
their
house, when I discovered some 12
or 15 half grown martins,
which
the old birds had left to starve.
The reason of this unnatural lack
of affection for their young always
seemed a mystery to the writer but
it may be that it is because of a
depletion of insects in their forag
ing ground®, which are high in the
air, and they, we suppose, imagine,
if such a thing can be, that they
will not have time to grow
them
sufficiently in time to
migrate
south together with others, which
were hatched a week or two earlier.
It is apparent, however, that they
are guilty, and quite often, too, of
this cruel desertion.
For many years past the martin
has become more and more
scarce
at each recurring season, although
some houses about here have been
quite well filled.
It would be much
deplored to have them become ex
tinct, as has been the case among
some of the feathered tribe.
The English sparrow seems to be
the most annoying enemy the mar
tin has about here, but the
latter
could easily conquer him if he was
so disposed, but being of a gentle
disposition we have noticed that they
occupy apartments adjoining
each
other in the same house and rear

August.
The question has been often asked:
Do the old birds return to the
same place each season?
I think
I can convince one that they do.
The evidene I have is
conclusive:
Several years ago after the birds
had left in the fall I had occasion to
clean out their house and remove it
several rods from where it was then
located.
The following spring when they
returned from the south, some of
them flew directly to the
place
where the house formerly stood and
seemed disappointed at not finding
it.
This they repeatedly did for
several days, when they finally gave
it up and went away.
At another time I tried the same
from the stable.
They
repeated
the same thing, flying to where the
house formerly was and stopping in
mid air, when finally they gave it
up, apparently disgusted, and left.
So with these facts clearly estab
lished it is quite evident that the
same birds return to the
same
houses each season, and I believe
occupy the same apartments.
So popular has this bird become
that many people would be willing
to pay quite a sum of money,
if
such a thing were possible,
could
they induce them to stay with them;
but the martin is something'
that
can’t be purchased nor bribed.
It
is very different now than formerly.
There was a time once when a com
mon salt box fastened upon a 20foot pole would be
attractive to
them, and they have been known al
so to occupy a roofless house for
several seasons and seemed to enjoy
it.
But those were podaugur times.
Now, the most elaborately built, upto-date skyscraper would be of no
inducement to them because they are
not in the country.
Our late townsman, Hon. J. S. Wi
ley, was a lover of birds and sev
eral years ago was over-anxious to
secure a martin house to be erect
ed at his fine residence on Main
street.
He ordered one made by
W. H. Sturtevant the well-known ar
chitect.
It was finished after sev
eral months.
The carpenter work
ing upon it occasionally now
and
then, and when completed charged
the old gentleman $50.
However
much he had loved the
feathered
tribe, it is understood the old gen
tleman refused to take it, and not
being able to find a customer for
it afterward Mr. Sturtevant was ob
liged to set it upon his own stable
where it rotted down without
its
ever having been occupied by a
martin family.
The martin is one of the
most
valued birds as an insect destroyer
that comes to this section of the
country and his services should be
better appreciated by the agricultur
ist than it usually is.
The barn
swallow, the chickadee, the wood
pecker and several other
kinds
should also come in for their share
of usefulness and should be encour
aged and protected by legislation.
There is already, as we have inti
mated, a growing scarcity of not only
the martin but many other kinds of
birds, and it would really be a ca
lamity to have them become entirely
extinct.
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with two flies of quite different hue. year, March 24, which is the
But try fishing with one only.
date in the 14 years’ record that is
There never lived a man who had kept at the museum.
The
a chance to shoot game birds in the date for the last 14 years has
world who did not get some pleas March 11.
ure from it.
On the other hand, a
few men unable to hit what!
they
Under a new federal law now e&
shoot at lack love for the pursuit of
game, and they cannot be blamed be forced by the department of agri.
cause of it.
This is what Arms and culture, spring shooting of migratory
the Man, the organ of the
national birds is everywhere prohibited, and
rifle association, says in a recent for the first time the birds will*have
issue in the course of an article.
an opportunity to reach their breedIn the regular order of
events, ing grounds without being slaughtersportsmen in the United States have ed on the way.
Reports thus far
to modify their way of getting game received here indicate than water
shooting.
Indeed, many have al fowl wintered well in most parts
ready suffered from this compulsion. of the country, and, if the mild weaIt is not practicable for majny rea ther continues, are likely to begin
sons to make the large game pre moving northward at an early date.
serves here which are maintained j The department urges that sports
upon the continent and in England. men co-operate in giving the birds a
Perhaps it is not necessary to dis complete closed season this spring
cuss this question in all of its as thus allowing them to reach their
pects but the withdrawal of produc breeding grounds without the usual
tive land from the control of the slaughter to which they have been
husbandman is not the least of the subjected in recent years.
objections to private
preserves.
It is believed, says a department
Some of them will no doubt exist,
report, that if the co-operation of
and the number will increase, but
sportsmen generally can be secured
we cannot depend upon this source
and the migrating water fowl be
to furnish field shooting for the man
protected in their passage north to
in general.
their breeding ground, a very few
Actually, unless the average sports seasons will see a decided increase
man is most fortunately situated, he in their number.
It may thus be
has to travel considerable distances possible later to modify present re
to do his shooting, and even so, im strictions in the direction of longer
pediments often present themselves open seasons.
in the way of had years, unhealthy
birds, destructive onslaughts of pot
The Hampshire sportsmen’s club
hunters, and a countless variety of
at
Northampton has decided to buy
vicissitudes.
a number of pairs of Kansas rabbits
Scarcely a man ever did
much
to liberate in the woods of Hamp
successful shooting in the field with
shire county.
It is the hope of
out feeling, some time or another,
the club that the rabbits will thrive
a pity for the helpless little creat
in this vicinity.
Apparently it is
ures falling to his gun.
The pity
not feared that the rabbits will
has not been large enough in the
thrive too well.
In many localities
case of most of us to prevent furth
rabbits have proved a pest, although
er pursuit, yet I venture to say any
this has been the case usually in &
truehearted sportsman would be glad
section where there were
broad
of the assurance that he might pur
plains and a comparatively sparse
sue and shoot without taking life.
population.
In case the rabbits do
Of a surety, no sportsman will ever
prosper they should afford excellent
kill more game than he is entitled
sport.
to, nor take the life of
anything
which cannot be used for food; that
In a large number of SpringM
goes without saying, but game grows
less in the United States. The op yards gray squirrels make their
portunities for the free pursuit of it homes, and many of them have be
are more and more restricted' each come remarkably tame under the
year.
Is it possible to find a sub kind treatment and proection they
There are few tbinga
stitute which shall yield an equiva have received.
that speak more for the civilination
lent pleasure?
of a community than does the tame
ness and number of the wild creat
Local bird lovers who find pleas
ures which receive such treatment
ure in watching the arrival of the
as leads them to make their home*
birds as spring approaches,
find
on the premises of its residents.
much to interest them in the ex
And in vastly too great a number
hibition of birds as they arrive that
of cities and towns the people are
is an annual feature of the work at
not yet sufficiently appreciative to
the Science museum.
At the first
recognize how legitimate, & plM*
of February sjpecimens of the winter
these timid, gentle creatures have.
birds that may he seen in SpringThe square deal can accomplish
field at that time of the year are
wonders by way of increasing their
put on exhibition.
March 1 is the
respect for the human race, and it
date of another exhibition, thi® time
if- a good omen that they do not
of the earliest spring migratory
turn up their noses at the folks of
birds, and a chart on which is In
Springfield.
dicated the date of the first ap
pearance locally of each species Is
Did you ever go fishing with »
kept.
On April 1 other specimens
Big game hunting with
are shown, this time of those birds camera?
which habitually arrive in
April. stantaneous camera shutters has haThe Ajpril exhibit includes the cow- come almost a science, but compara
bird, dusty blackbird, bittern, great tively few fishermen, and especial
blue heron, osprey, yellowbellied sap trout fishermen, seem to include 8
sucker, vesper, Savannah, chipping, camera in the outfit when they start
Perhaps it is ^
field and white-throated
sparrows, for the brooks.
tree, barn and bank swallows, pine cause they expect to have so heab
meadow and yellow-crowned warbler, a load to bring home that they dent
ruby-crowned kinglet, the
hermit want the extra, burden, even if ^
thrush, green heron, black-crowne is one of the small folding k°^
But think of the advantage
night heron, spotted sandpiper, chim type.
ney swift, least flycatcher, tow bee, of having a camera handy, so -°“r
pal can snap you playing the
and the broad-winged hawk.
The more common varieties of ear- one that got away,I1' just to PT0'e
lv spring birds have all been report that he was really hooked. Al*11®3
ed daring the past month, the blue ot all sorts have been done to d®8"’
but a pictorial record of fishing ^
bird in March 3 and the robin on the
ventures
is a worth-while ide®> 8
16th, and the song sparrow.
The
off-season
work at s*ch a book v0
bronzed grackle, the most common
bring the plash of the brooks
type of blackbird, was reported this
whirr of the reel almost to
fireside in the winter months, ^
rods and tackle are gathering dud
in the storeroom.—SpringC^d ^
publican.

Of trout flies there are some hun
dreds, though perhaps not more than
50 of these are commonly used. Pat
tern and size must depend on the
locality and the season of the out
ing.
As a general rule the further
south we go, say in Connecticut or
Pennsylvania, the more closely do
the flies used resemble the actual
insects upon which the fish
feed;
for instance, red spinner,
red
hackle, brown palmer, March brown,
black gnat, beaverkill, cahill, alder,
cowdung, gray drake, all of
which
are made, unscientifically iit is true,
to imitate in a general way the flies
on the water in spring and summer,
says the New York Sun.,
Of the
above you may take in your fly book
from two to half a dozen each, and
add a few of the following:
Silver
doctor, cinnamon, yellow bodied pro
fessor and brown hackle with herl
body.
But when you go north into Maine
and Canada you will find that the
trout are less sophisticated and less
given to splitting hairs over the ex
act difference between the real and
the artificial insect.
In a word
the northern trout does not common
ly take the artificial fly for a fly,
but for just something to eat.
In no other way can the curious
fact be explained that he
seems
rather to prefer certain gaudy com
binations of feathers and tinsel that
have no resemblance whatever to any
known insect.
In these waters your
fly book must contain Silver Doctor,
Jock Scott,
Parmachenee
Belle,
Brown Hackle (both red and
herl
body), Montreal, Jungle Cock, Coach
man, Professor, Gray Hackle, Jenny
Lind, Alder, Red Ibis, Royal Coach
man, Dr. Breck.
In southern waters smaller sizes
are used, Nos. 10 and 12 being pre
ferred, though No. 8 is common. Up
north 6 and 8 are usual, though for
quiet waters 8 and 10 are better.
The smaller the brook the
more
chance has the trout and the great
er the triumph in taking him.
American flies are invariably tied
upon snelled hooks, those with help
ers or double gut for an inch from
the fly being strongest.
English
flies, which are generally better and
more delicately tied, have eyed hooks
with no gut, the leader, which has no
loop in the end, being passed through
the eye of the hook and fastened
with a half-hitch or jam knot.
Flies with sneTls should have the
latter well soaked before using, but
the hooks should be kept from the
water or they will rust.
A
very
good aluminum box for this purpose
may be bought for 65 cents, con
sisting of sheets of felt
between
which the snells are placed, while
the flies themselves are
protected
from the moisture.
Of fly books there is a large var
iety.
Pigskin is the best covering,
though expensive and one does well
to have at least one really
strong
and fine book.
A cheaper one may
be filled every morning for the pock
et to be used on the stream.
Keep the book sprinkled
inside
with powdered camphor or some
other good moth discourager, espec
ially when you put it away in the
fall.
Mary anglers, especially young
ones, stick their hats full of flies.
This isn't an altogether had place
for them when wanted for immediate
use, but they should not be left
there day after day or the dolors
FAMOUS
will inevitably fade.
BACKWOODS
When three flies are used the two
lowest should be at least 30 inches
FAIRY TALES
apart, witli the upper dropper
at
G. YV. PICKKL,
TAXIDERMIST
least 20 inches above the middle one.
Dealer in Sportinp Goods, P'15";
When two are used the dropper
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvef1
rangeley.
should be a yard above the tail fly.
Ed Grant, Beaver Pond Cutups
Which of the two should be
the
New reading matter, interestinpr.
“ Jfoniiiouth Moccasins
brighter in tint is a question
the The first edition was exhausted much sooner
than we expected and tie popular demat d was
They are made for
answer to which may he left to ex so R-reat. for a second edition that w<- published
Sportsmen, Guides, ln»berf l .
perience.
As a rule anglers begin -in enlarged and improved eeition to be sold by
Known the world over for
-nail (postpaid) at *he 1-w price named.

The rapidly increasing value
of
furs has made the protection of in
edible fur-bearing animals an impor
tant issue in wild animal protective
legislation in Massachusetts.
Un
like their fellow creatures that are
classified as “ game animals,”
the
muskrats, skunks, minks, otters and
foxes receive no protection at any
time of the year.
To he sure, some
of these animals have acquired bad
reputations because of their alleged
proclivity to chicken killing, but ti e
sins of the fox and the skunk
in
this direction have probably been ex
aggerated, although there is more or
less foundation for some of
the
blame that has been laid to them..
Whatever their sins may be,
the
thousands of these animals that in
habit the waterways and woods of
IT P ays to A d v e rtis e in
M aine
tiie state bear on their backs
a W oods.
Low A d v e rtis in g R ates.

TAXIDERMISTS

Twelve cents, postpaid. Stainpr accepted.

J. W. BRACKETT CO ,
Phillips, Me.
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season, very few deer were killed |
GENUINE PALMER
and next season ought to show some
increase in number.
Waterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
Bear seem to have been increasing
Tanned and manufactured by the
for a few years past and
several
original JOHN PALMER who
were killed during deer hunting sea
for over thirty years has made
son.
However much as I am in the
the best moccasins in North
woods, .1 have not seen one for four
years and only had a jackknife when
America.
In complete assortment for immediat
I did.
But as the law was taken
delivery.
off protecting bear last summer, I
expect to try and catch one this
Only when the natural moisture dries out o f tobacco
spring in traps as I know of a very
TRADE
MARK
good place where they come in the
can a bite get into it. In the Sickle plug, all the
spring.
moisture, flavor and fragrance are pressed in and kept in
Catalogue on request
Now as to the party who said
SOLE AGENT FOR U.S.A.
by the natural leaf wrapper,, E very pipeful you whittle
that the bullet did not turn
when
off the plug is fresh -— so you always get a slow-burning,
fired from his rifle.
The question
cool, sweet, satisfying smoke.
in my mind is, did he have a rifle?
BOSTON, MASS.
If so, it must have been so dirty
If you want your tobacco already cut up for you, in
that there was no semblance of rifl
packages, you have to be^ content with dry tobacco, that
the ies and game, was at his desk in
ing left in it or perhaips he had one eggs of the murre, the skua,
bums fast and hot, and bites your tongue.
of those beautiful Floberts like I razoe beaked auk, the guillomot, the the State House Thursday of last
had once.
The excuse for rifling in Bartromian, the sandpiper, loons, week, after an illness of two weeks.
That’s w hy experienced smokers cut up their ow n
it were simply scratches and they di the black vulture, the snowy heron, Commissioner Neal talked in an optobacco, from the Sickle plug. They get more tobacco,
Dot even come clear to the end of the snowy owl, the wild turkey, the timsitic vein of the situation at the
because they don t pay for a package— and better tobacco,
state fish hatchery at
Belgrade
the barrel and the bullets used to pequin, and the brown pelican.
because it’s always fresh.
strike most any way, endwise, sideA specimen of a fresh water lob which he visited recently. He states
wintered
wise and sometimes over the butt ster or crawfish was added to the that the fish there have
These include 30,000
land
end first and when I killed anything museum collection Wednesday by well.
locked salmon.
They are
now
with it, it was merely accident.
Henry Davis of Gardiner.
yearlings and will be
distributed
As to the man who caught a 58%Edward Beldem, of
Farmingdale, throughout the state next fall. 200,pound coon, would that be
any
stranger than a human being weigh reports killing four raccoons on his 000 trout were hatched at Belgrade
The ani this spring, the last within a few
ing 400 or 500 pounds?
I caught a place the other evening.
The first which were hatchr
coon some 25 years ago here that mals were all lodged In one tree and days.
weighed 35 pounds within a few he hastened at once for his shot ed out are now commencing to feed.
shells. The percentage of loss among these
ounces more or less and I don’t know gun which contained two
Luckily the first shot disposed
of fish has been very small and Com
as I have seen one that size since.
Now as to the party in the Upper two of the animals and the second missioner Neal is highly gratified at
Peninsula,
Michigan,
who says made away with another. Mr. Bel- the results obtained.
down the
that H is the concussion of the air den was able to drive
caused by the bullet that tears and other by means of rocks which he
The fox farm at Ellsworth, estab
DAN STEPHAN’S ANNUAL LETTER in January as he would have been in explodes the game. I take it by that threw and his dog soon finished the lished last year by Oscar A. Doyle
that it is not necessary for a bullet job.
The four animals will total of Bar Harbor, is reported to have
October and so long as that animal to hit the game at all in order to
a weight of about 100 pounds.
had very satisfactory results. Nine
I thought I would tell you of my is caught before it has reared its kill It so long as it passes close en
foxes have been wintered, in a yard
catch for 1913-14 up to January 24th. young, I fail to see the difference in ough to be in range of the compres
A sea-mouse measuring nearly five 50 feet square, divided into four of
There Is no use repeating that fur regard to the protective part.
sed air.
It also Beerns by that a inches in length, the largest of the 25 square feet each.
He also has
and game are getting scarcer every
There is positively only one way soft nose or hollow point
bullet, species ever brought to Portland, three raccoons, but they have not
year.
When you stop to think of to save and protect the fur animal causes more of a concussion than a came in from the fishing ground off been seen all winter, as of course
the traps by the thousands scattered and game that is left and that is solid ball does.
Well, what is the Half Way Rock recently.
It was they hibernate.
Seven skunks are
over the country
and guns made to leave enough to breed
more difference anyway so long as we caught by Bernard Johnson
and also Included in his furboaring col
for the sole purpose of seeing how than is killed and caught each sea get the game, whether the hall or
Harvey Doughty, two Bailey Island ony.
fast they can shoot regardless
of son and to that I will say that in the air kill it?
fishermen.
The length of the aver
\
-----------whether the bullet goes up, down or regard to game, the limit per day
Well, this is a rather mixed
up age sea-mouse is not
more than
The Portland Press vouches for
sidewise and the fact that shelter and to each hunter will have to be story.
While I think of it I will three inches and they are seldom
the following: Last week while the
and food sources is very poor, how greatly reduced, also dogs of any tell you of a mink my wife and boy
caught in waters along this
coast. crew of one of the local
fishing
can it be any different?
description will have to be strictly got and the experience they had with
The seamouse brought in by
the fleets were dressing their fish caught
You can halloo protection to the prohibited, also the thousands
of it.
The mink was a very large old Bailey Island fishermen will probab
only a few days previous, one of
top of your voice but that
won’t dogs an cats running over
the male, caught in a No. 1% jump trap,
ly be presented to Portland Society the men discovered a set of false
save the fur and game so long as country at large and at any and all just by the toes on a front foot. It
of Natural History.
teeth in the stomach of a large
there aren’t stricter rules and short limes of the year, will have to be had not been in but a very
short
sized
cod.
This did not seem so
er seasons to trap In.
For some destroyed and killed.
It isn’t the time and was very much alive.
I
Lighthouse keepers on the lower strange till one of the crew
was
’ animals such as fox, poison should game that is killed out of season was not there but they said they were
be prohibited but this is impossible and the fur caught out of sesaon that somewhat excited and after falling Kennebec have received written in telling the story of the find when he
as long as it can be bought, but the is depleting it but it is the game in the water a few times, managed structions from Washington to see was informed that a man, who is
sale of it should be strictly forbidden and the fur caught in season, that tc hit it on the head and by holding that the national game law is en now employed by a wholesale fisher
Keeper Edward Pierce at man on the cape and who recently
Of course I am re it under water a while called it dead. forced.
tinder any circumstances’.
Some say is doing it.
the
Doubling
Point range light, re was employed as cook in a restaur
that early and late trapping is what ferring to Michigan where J know However, before they got home they
is cleaning out the fur animals. Now the conditions but I know it will had to kill it again and this time ports a large flock of whistlers and ant near the water front, was out
duck last week along the setting lobster traps and becoming
what is the difference w hether. theyj apply equally well to any part of they did a good job of it by pound black
sea sick lost his false teeth over
are caught in the summer, winter or the country from ocean to ocean with ing it on the head several times and shore of the point.
board.
Strange as it may seem,
spring as long as they are caught the exception of thinly settled parts. then they threw it in a room I was
A. L. Brackett of East
Sebago the teeth found in the stomach of
faster than they breed?
Of course
Of course a lot of dog men and ; using for a shop and bedroom both
we all know that fur should not be fast shooting gun owners will pick and then thought no more about it telephoned the Press late last Fri the cod were the property of the
* caught when it is no good but what at what I say, hut that is just be-; aDd went to bed. In the night some day night that the first salmon was former cook and were returned to
I want to point out is, that an ani cause they fail to see the point. I thing jumped about in that room and caught near West Shore camps at him with great rejoicing not only
5 o’clock that afternoon by Carleton because it made a great improve
mal is just as dead and gone caught used to own a dog and like
to made a great disturbance and woke
Martin.
The fish weighed 5 pounds. ment in his appearance, but that he
think
hunt with a dog as well as any one them up and they couldn’t
Mr. Martin also got a red spot can now relish solid food and not he
the
and I also know that I can kill more what was doing it, so taking
weighing 3 pounds.
Two boats were obliged to subsist on soups.
game with a dog and easier than lam(p and opening the door what did
out on the lake during the afternoon
without but I haven’t owned one o r 1they see but that mink running abut the people in them did not
A suggestion which is worthy of
hunted with one for several years round and butting into everything.
TIHK TABLE
have any luck.
The ice is out of attention is the one of Pres. Boothand have no intention of doing so. I After some more excitement they
that part of the lake to the mouth by of the Maine Society for
the
In Effect, December 15th, 1913.
will also admit that there are quite killed it again and once more went
of Northwest river, so that there Protection of Animals which is that
a few' hunters that wouldn't do as to bed. The next day I came home
is plenty of opportunity for fisher- text books should be used in the pub
STRONG
much damage with a repeating gun about noon and when I stepped in
t PASSENGER TRAINS leave Strong for Farm- ;
ennan to get busy.
lic schools dealing . with the general
the
house
they
had
the
mink
in
the
as
many
do
with
a
single
gun
and
ington, at 6.23 A. ML and 1.37 P. M .; for Phillips |
at 12.81 P. M. and 6.47 P. M. and for Rangeley at the fact is clear that it isn.it the parlor and were still trying to kill
subject of the proper, humane treat
5.47 P. M. and for Kingfield and Bigelow at 5-50
Harry Kennard, son of Edward A. ment of animals and birds, and this
PM
gun but it is the man, for in either it. I finally finished it by tying a
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from
Kennard of Whites Bridge, Sebago should be studied along with
the
Farmington at 12 31 P. M. and 5.47 P. M.: from case the gun is harmless if there is cord around its neck and holding its
Phillips at 6 23 A M.; and from Rangeley and
head in a cup of water. Now why lake, is the first fisherman to land a other studies that occupy the time
Phil Iip a at 1.37 P. M.; an1* Bigelow and Kingfield no man to operate it.
salmon this spring from the lake. of the children.
The report of the
at 1.26 P. M.
I think that is enough on that is it that once in a while an animal
MIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington
Mr.
Kennard, while casting into the work of the society for the
year
at 8.46 A. M.; and for Kingfield at 5.60 P. M.
line so I will tell you what I caught is found that it is almost impossible
open water at the bridge a few days ending March 31st showed the whole
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil
to
kill?
I
had
quite
an
experience
I trapped some on new
lips at 8.45 A. M.; from Kingfield at 2.10 P. M. last fall.
ago, hooked a fine salmon weighing number of cases investigated in the
and from Farmington at 11.45 A. M.
grounds but also covered my
old once with a coon.—Dan Stephen in
about four pounds.
On the
same state for the year numbered 3349.
PHILLIPS
grounds.
In all I had 45 miles of Hunter, Trader, Ttapper.
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Phillips for
day he secured another fish.
Farmington, at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M.; for traps and worked hard at it for two
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE IN MAINS
Rangeley at 6.16 P. M.
S P O R T IN G N O T E S .
About
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Phillips from months, getting as follows:
Walter I. Neal of Waldo, member
WOODS. LOW ADVERTISEFarmington at 12.63 P. M and 6.10 P. M.; from 70 muskrats, 21 mink, one fox, one
Curator James of the state museum of the commission of inland fisher
Rangeley at 12.20 P. M.
ING RATES.
Last year on
MIXED TRAIN leaves Phillips for Farming- coon and 2 badgers.
at Augusta is preparing for purposes
ton at 7.30 A M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
MIXED TRAIN arri*es at Phillips from Farm the ground that I had got five otter of exhibition a splendid specimen of
ington at 2.16 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M. to this date— January
25th, I have
egg-bearing lobster which were se
RANGELEY
not seen a track yet this year.
I
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Rangeley for
cured last fall off the coast
near
Farmington at 10.40 A. M.; and arrives from will also mention that my wife and
Rockland.
The lobster
measures
boy did some trapping around home
12
and caught one badger, the fox and two feet in length and weighs
A. M.; and leaves for Phillips at I0.B5 A. M.
pounds,
being
one
of
the
largest
of
SALEM
four or five of the mink above men
THE SPORTS HAN’S NEWSPAPER OE AMERICA
its kind ever seen.
It is estimated
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for Strong and tioned.
However,
if
I
had
gone
in
Farmii gton at 12.60 P. M.: and arrives from
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
that
it
contains
18,000
to
20,000
eggs.
Farmington and'Strong at 2.28 P. M.
for rat trapping, I think I
could
M I X E D TRAIN leaves Salem for Strong and
Subscription $4. a y r.,$ 2 . for 6 months;Sample copy free if yon mention Maine Woods
Curator
James
states
that
the
speci
more
easily,
Farmington at 1.15 P. M.; and arrives from have gotten 200 or
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
Strong at 6 25 P. M.
neither did I try much for fox.
I men, aside from being of unusual
KINGFIELD
special reporters, giving authoritative reports ef leading events in the
will say that my best day’s catch size, is almost perfect in every re
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Kingfield for
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
Day, spect.
Farmington at 12.40 P. M.: and arrives from was n\ade on Thanksgiving
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
Farmington and Strong at 2.50 P. M., and from November 27.
As I went over my
Bigelow at 4.50 P M of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
A beautiful collection of birds is
MIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow trap line to my camip to finish
the
at 7.46 A M. and for Strong at 12.35 P. M
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting-,
the
latest
donation
to
the
State
deer, I got four
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Bigelow at 11.80 season hunting
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting-, Rifle. ReA. M. and from Strong at 6.60 R M.
made by
fine mink and four rats for the day museum, the gift being
volver and Pistol. Queries and Answers.
BIGELOW
and although there were a lot of Thomas P. Plange of Lewiston, a
SEND ONE DOLL U l FOR THREE MONTHS’ TR IA L SUBSCRIPTION.
MIXED TRAIN leaves Bigelow for Strong
I f not more than satisfied with it the money will be refunded on request.
hunting taxidermist. The collection consists
and Farmington at 10.00 A. M.,and arrives from deer signs, owing to poor
Kingfield at 9.16 A. M.
of over three hundred eggs and com
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives from Farmington weather and no snow I did not get
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
and Strong at 8.43 P. M.: and leaves for King- a shot at a deer.
I will also say prises over one hundred and twenty801 MASONIC TEMPLE: CHICAGO.
field at 4.00 P. M.
A number
of rare
that owing to a very poor
hunting five varieties.

Fresh Tobacco N e v e r H ites,
Dry, C ut-up Tobacco D oes

CLARK-HUTCHINSON
COM PANY,

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

J. W . Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine

f e d e r a t e d church.
held at the Parish House last Mon
day evening.
There were about 70
present.
The committee, Hon. and
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins,
Mrs. N. P. Noble, Hon. and Mrs. H. tor.
B. Austin, and Mr. and Mrs. N. H.
Calendar for week ending April
Harnden kept the company busily 25.
employed with interesting and am us- j Sunday, April 19: 10.45—■Morning
tag games, charades, etc. A pleas worship.
Sermon Mrs. L. m. n
ing musical program was given con-j Stevens.
12.10— Sunday school. 7,35
sisttag of saxophone .solo by Charles j — Evening worship, people’s service.
Hammons and several selections by Music by choral club.
Address “The
the quartette, Hon. N. P. Noble, M. j Easter Search.” .
It. Keyes, Frank Davis,
Charles! Tuesday, April 21:
7.30—Bible
Hammons which were greatly enjoy study class.
*
ed.
Refreshments of fruit punch j Thursday, April 23: 7.30—Prayer
and cancy crackers were served.: meeting.
Another social will be held on Manday evening, April 27.
M E T H O D I S T E P IS C O P A L CHURCH.
At the Republican State convention
at Augusta Currier C. Holman, esq.,
Bessie F. Crowell, missionary from
of Farmington was elected member
India, pastor.
ol' the State committee. D. F. Field
Sunday, April 19.— No morning ser
of Phillips, chairman of the county
vice, pastor at Conference. Sunday
committee and C. N. Blanchard, esq.,
school 12.
Junior League & Epof Wilton, secretary and treasurer;
worth League 7. Subject, Persona)
the other members of the county
Evangelism under difficulties. Leader
committee are II. A. Furbish, RanHarold Beedy.
Prayer and praise
geley; P. D. Stubbs, Strong, and J.
service 7.30.
B. M. Love joy, Chesterville.
Wednesday, April 22.—Ladies’ pray,
It is announced that Hon. Harold er meeting at 2.30 at home of Miss
M. Sewall of Bath will be a candi Timberlake.
|
date at the June primaries for the
Thursday, April 23.—Mid week
Republican nomination for represen prayer meeting 7.30. Chorus prac
tative to Congress from the second tice 8.30.
Maine district and the nomination
papers are now being circulated in
EASTER SALE AT PARISH HOUSE
this section.

The King’s Daughters will meet with
Percy Parker of South Leeds pas
sed a few days last week
with Miss Daisy Davenport this week Fri
day, April 17.
L. B. BRACKETT,
friends in town.
Tickets for the Prize Speaking con
Business Manager
There will not be any prayer meet
test at Kingfield, Friday eveving, Ap
ing in the Methodist church
this
ril 17, are on sale at A. G. Cronkhite’s
evening.
store until Friday noon.
OUTING EDITION
Miss Crowell is leaving to-day for
The 1913 club will meet with Mrs. C.
8 pages . ........................................ $1.00 per year
Portland
to attend th? Maine Con F. Chandler this week, Friday.
LOCAL EDITION
ference of the Methodist
Episcopal
12 and 16 pa ges...............................$1.60 per year
We are having an April shower this
Canadian. Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub- church.
She will be gone a week, morning, but it is a “ snow” shower.
ecription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
consequently there will be no morn About three inches have already fallen
75 cents extra.
ing service in the church on Sunday with no indication of a cessation. With
next, but all the other services will everything favorable in weather condi
Entered as second class matter, January 21, be as usual.
tions from now on, we must necessarily
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
Stronger electric lights have been have a late spring.
the Act of March 3,1879.
The Thursday club was entertained
installed in the Methodist
church,
which is a great improvement on the last week by Mrs. F. M. Hammond,
The Maine Woods thoroughly, covers the entire
lights previously used. This work with all the members present. The
State of Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp
been done by the Epworth hostess served lemon sherbet, cake and
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county has
League, who has assumed all the coffee. This week Mrs. W. B. Butler
locally.
will be the hostess.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish responsibility of the extra expense.
and game photographs from ts readers.
Dr, E. C. Higgins was called to at
Mrs.
Ernest
Wells,
who
was
oper
When ordering the address o your paper
tend Mrs. Thomas Parker who was
changed, please give the old as wed as new ated on for appendicitis last week
quite ill with stomach trouble this
address.
is getting along well.
Dr. C. W. week. We think it worthy of mention
Bell of Strong was assisted by Dr. that Mrs. Parker has not been obliged
T H U R S D A Y , A P R IL 16, 1914
E. C. Higgins of Phillips and Miss to call a physician for 47 years which is
Pushee.
Miss Brown, a
trained certainly a remarkable record.
Of
nurse is in attendance.
course this does not necessarily mean
Mrs. O. H. Hersey went to Port that she has never been ill, and pre
land Saturday to attend a meeting sumably many another would have felt
P H I L L I P S H IG H S C H O O L
and banquet of the club of which under the same conditions that they
she is a member, and also the presi must have a doctor.
M- R . K eyee, M iss L lir a D e ,rm i*o n , dent for one year
while residing
David Durrell from Long Pond came
W - M . Piayson, te a c h e rs there.
The banquet was to be held to Phillips this week with his double
horse team to bring 3,000 pounds of
at Riverton.
Mrs. Oscar Beede and Mrs. A. spruce gum to be shipped to Farming-Manager McKenzie lias
arranged
for ton for Verrill Brothers, who have had
the following
schedule for this W. McLeary went to Lewiston
a crew of men gathering the past win
the day Tuesday.
spring:
Evidently people will have a
Mr. and Mrs. William True have ter.
April 25, P. H. S.—S. H. S-, at
(SpeciaJ to Maine Woods.)
Strong returned from a visit in Brookline, a chance to chew something besides the
“
rag.”
Strong, Maine, April 14, 1914.
May 2, P. H. S. —A. S., at Abbott Mass., with their son and wife, Mr.
S. C. Harden of Camp Eothen, Long
Three sea gulls were
seen in
May 9, P. H. S— W. H. S-, at Phillips and Mrs. W. Henry True.
May 16, P. H. S.—S. H. S., at
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Moores are Pond, was in Phillips this week on his South Strong during the recent fog
They seemed
quite
Phillips receiving congratulations on
the way to Farmington to settle flowage gy weather.
damages with a concern that has been bewildered but finally turned south
May 23, P. H. S.— W. H. S., at Weld birth of a son last Saturday. Mrs.
lumbering there the past winter. Ed ward.
May 30—pending
Moores was formerly Miss
Nellie
gar Parker was also out from the Pond |
C. W . Skillings.
June 6, P. H. S — S. H. S., at Phil Reed.
this week.
„
\
lips or Strong
Mrs. O. B. Hutchins and
little
Mr. and Mrs. John Clark of Sandy j
June 13, P. H. S.—W. H. S. at Phil daughter of Kingfield are visiting
River plantation were in town this | FARM ROADS AND SPEEDWAYS
lips or Weld her mother, Mrs. Cora Cushman.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Beal went to
June 18—pending
Read C. E. Cleveland’s ad. elsewhere G o v e rn m e n t M ore In te re s te d in B ene
Boston Monday for a few days.
June 20—open.
fitin g F a rm e r T h a n Im p ro v in g
and take his advice and patronize your
Tihe show given in Wilbur
hall home bakery.
H ig h w a y s fo r A u to m o b ile s .
The Juniors are going to put on
a class play about the first of May. last Thursday evening by J. C. R o c k 
Frank Stevens went to the hospital
Secretary Houston of the depart
It is a two act drama full of life and well’s Sunny South Co., was rather Wednesday where he will have an
ment of agriculture gave his hearers
comical situations.
Cast of charact above the average of those
that operation for appendicitis.
Mr. at the recent good roads convention
visit the town.
The organization Stevens has had several attacks.
ers:
in Detroit a sensible talk on road
concert
Philip Royson,
Antonio CrotefiU was accompanied by solo
building
in general and government
Mrs. Louisa Wheeler has been suf
band and orchestra and in the after
Robert Brown, clerk of Benson
aid in particular. He declared that
fering with sciatica tlbe past week.
the government, so far as he is its
& Benson,
W. M. Payson noon they gave a short street parade.
W. S. Marble was in town
this! mouthpiece and connected with its op
Mrs. I. W. Greene of Rumford was
Jenkins, Miss Rebecca’s brother,
week en route to Rangeley from Dix-i erations, is more interested in improv
N. P. Noble called to New Portland last
week
field where the family have passed' ing the truly rural roads of the coun
Thursday by the death of her sis
Rebecca Luke, a maiden lady,
try (those over which farm produce
the winter.
Elma Byron ter, Mrs. Charlotte Putnam who has
Is hauled to market) than It is in im
Dr. E. C. Higgins was called to at proving the transcontinental highway*
been seriously ill for several weeks.
Katherine Rogers, her niece,
tend
W.
C.
Mitchell
Wednesday
who
which are mainly ueed by automobile
Kathleen Noble
Dana Swett of Avon called at this
office Tuesday. He reports the a- is afflicted with heart trouble, hav tourists. He also asserted that if gov
Marion Bryant, Katherine’s
ernment aid Is forthcoming it will be
friend,
Estelle Barker mount of maple syrup made by them ing had several attacks recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Libby are on the basis of state apportionment,
this year to be about 60 gallons up to
Patty, Mias Rebecca’s maid,
rather than congressional district or
Gladys Morrison date.
He is rather expecting to get receiving congratulations on the ar county or road district
Secretary
Mrs. Houston’s speech is such a clear ex
a few more good runs
before it rival of a son in their home.
grows too warm.
They make an Libby’s mother, Mrs. Nelson is car position of the Intentions of the pres
WEST FARMINGTON
ent administration that we take a
excellent quality of the “ sweet,” as ing for them.
The Sunday school of the Metho considerable extract from it:
they have an evaporator and all ap
April 13.
The essential thing to be done 1*
dist church gave an Easter concert
paratus in first class condition.
the providing of good roads # which
Miss Yeaton from Augusta
has
“ The coldest morning for the time iu the church last Sunday evening. shall get products from the commu
been engaged to teach the Behood in
of year that I ever remember”* said The auditorium was prettily decorat nity farms to the nearest station and
Che Red schoolhouse district the re
“ Uncle” Gbed Russell in speaking ed in purple and white, potted plants make rural life more profitable, com
mainder of the year.
She will board
of the temperature of Monday morn and the Easter lily predominating in fortable and pleasurable.
at Mrs. Webster’s.
There are complex problems to be
There was a large
ing, April 12.
At 5.30 it was only the decorations.
Mrs. Ada Brooks and two children
solved
in many states before the most
attendance
and
the
program
was
as
12 above zero, and several
hours
from Temjple visited Mrs.
Mary
Scripture reading, Psalm efficient expenditure of money by
later it had only warmed up three fellows:
states and communities for roads can
Tripp at Ralph Ellsworth’s, also Mrs.
degrees.
M. A. Hood stated that 24 and Prayer, Miss Crowell; selec be secured, and there are many more
Mary Norton last Saturday.
exercise,
the water froze as hard in the barn tion by the orchestra;
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Lord, who
Easter Gladness, six girls,
Pearl
as it had this winter.
have been sick are more comfortable
Frazer,
Gladys
Toothaker,
Hilda
Mrs. Carroll Noyes went to Far
fwe are glad to say.
Edwards,
mington to-day’ to attend the funeral Dyer, Lelia Ross, Edith)
A little daughter of B. C. Hardy,
of her aunt, Mrs. Wesley Moody who Corinne Dudley; vocal solo, Calvary,
■who has been sick is very much im
solo,
passed away on Tuesday.
Mrs. Marcia Davenport; cornet
proved.
Moody’s death was caused from can Harold Beedy; recitation, Little Bes
Bernard Vining has had 13 teeth
sie’s Easter, Corinne Dudley; solo,
cer and Bright’s disease.
extracted and he is having a ser
Eleanor Hutchins, Patia
Moores Hail, Glorious Easter, Pearl Frazer;
ious time with his face.
and Clifford Wing are rooming at L. recitation, My Prayer, Estelle Morse;
Mrs. Nettie Whitney visited
at
C. Reed’s.
Lewis Goldsmith works recitation, Little Ones, Phyllis Good
N. E. Ranger’s Sunday.
at the International mil) and boards! win; alto solo, Howard Ross; reci
Mrs. Nina Backus of Farmington has
tation, He Died for Me, Marcia Dav
at L. C. Reedfe.
been engaged to teach the village
enport; vocal solo, Bernard Beedy;
Alden
Moores
is
working
for
Harry
school at Temple.
Easter Lily Drill, ten girls, Gladys
Dunham
of
Madrid.
He
moved
his
Mr. Goodwin will sell all of his
Emma
family there recently and is living Toothaker, Edith Edwards,
stock at auction March 20 at 2 o’
Bunnell, Alice Steward, Hilda Dyer,
in Mrs. Mary Dunham’s house.
clock p. m.
Cause of selling, fail
E. I. Herrick of Rangeley was in Lelia Ross, Lena Bunnell, Corinne
ing health and unable to work. He
Dudley, Pearl Frazer, Lucille Stew
town Wednesday.
has some fine horses.
ard; recitation, Tangled hair,
Es
Mrs. Marshall Dunam ore has been
telle Morse;
recitation, Rosamand
visiting frieuds in Strong.
Lee, Hortense Morse; exercise, Eas E a rth Road S h o w in g Im p e rfe c t D ra in 
Miss Jennie Wethern has returned
ter Bells, Homer Goodwin,
Emma
age.
to care for her aunt, Mrs. T. A.
Bunnell, Alice Stewart and
James
STRONG,
MAINE
Stanley.
Selinger; solo, The Children’s Friend, to be worked out before one can ra
tionally expect the federal government
Mrs. Mary Chandler has returned
MRS. E. R. SPRAGUE, Prop.
Lelia Roes; recitation, All Things largely to participate.
to her home in Temple.
On Saturday, April the eleventh I New, Gladys Toothaker; recitation,
That the suggestion of federal aid
Dr. Nichols was called last week shall have on exhibition a careful selec Me is Risen, Emma Bunnell; sing to road building raises grave ques
to attend to a wound of Edwin Saw tion of trimmed and untrimmed hats ing, Christ Arose, Misses Agnes and tions and involves possible dangers
yer’s caused by Mr. Sawyer’s falling' for ladies, misses and children. Your Olive Ross, with alto aceom(panim.ent no thoughtful citizen doubts. There
on the floor.
patronage is solicited. Rai'road fares by Howard Ross; singing, Crown Him are proi«>sals before the public mind
Mrs. Charles Hall of Dixfield was for out of town customers will be al Lord of All, congregation; benedic which would bankrupt the federal
treasury and suggest possible abuses
in town last week visiting her par lowed o.i purchases amounting to five tion.
before which those of the worst porkents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Sawyer.
dollars or more.
Another very enjoyable social was barrel bills of the past would pale into

SCHOOL NOTES

THREE SEA
GULLS SEEN

THE HAT SHOP

(Continued from page one.)
M. S. Kelley, Mrs. A. B. Grover;
aprons, Mrs. George True, Mrs. F.
B. Pillshury; candy, Airs. L. G.
Voter, Miss Rosie Kelley; ice cream,
Mrs. Rose Campbell, Mrs. Gould.
In the evening Mrs. J. Blaine Mor
rison had charge of the entertain
ment and the following program was
given:
Piano solo, Florence Hinkley; two recitations by Alice Park
er; piano duet, Mrs. J. Blaine Mor
rison, Miss Hilda Whitney; classi
cal posing, Clarice Davenport, Gladys
Toothaker, Evelyn Jacobs, pantomime
song, Miss Hortense Butler.
Insignificance. '
It would be especially pernickroi If
such aid should result in stifling
spirit of local self-help.
The first practical essentials In tb»
planning of road legislation would
seem to be to recognize the states u
the smallest unit with which the fed
eral government might deal. Tills
would give relief in a measure from
the insistent demand that would com
from every township and every dis
trict in the Union for its share of
or federal assistance, without refwence to the merits of the case or Us
practicability of the undertaking.
In the case of roads on which fed
eral money Is to be expended It would
seem essential and wise thj* the ft*
eral agency should have the requisite
power of the approval of the sslse
tion, supervision of the construction
and maintenance, and the right of In
spection.
It is reasonably clear that for evsry
reason there must be some automstis
check upon the demands to be mad*
upon congress and that this should to
afforded through the requirement that
the states and the localities should
contribute an amount both for cosstructlon and maintenance at lent
equal to and possibly double that con
tributed by the federal government;
and that, in the apportionment of say
possible federal funds a number tt
basic factors each as population, sns
wealth, or minimum cost of construe
tlon, should control, I have not tto
least donbt
In short, as a practical progress I
believe that this matter Is one la
which haste can beet be slowly msds
Co-Operation Needed.
Co-operation Is necessary for tto
most systematic road building. Tbit
is one reason why Missouri has been
doing so much to improve her ‘roedi.
because her people in the different
communities have been willing to co
operate.
Road D rag a Necessity.

The road drag should be a neceo
sity upon every farm that border*
along the road. The man who is lib
eral minded and patriotic enough to
keep his road dragged is a good clb
ten.
O u r P r in tin g D e p a rtm e n t for Year*
H a s M ad e a S p e c ia lty
of
Camp
P r in tin g .
W e K n ow Just
What
Y o u W a n t.
Send to Us fo r Samp
les and P rices.
W e guarantee Sat
is fa c tio n .

Humors come to the surface ®
the spring as in no other
seasonThey don’t run themselves all
that way, however, but mostly &
j main in the system. Hood's Sars*
! parilla removes them, wards off d&nl ger, makes good health sure.
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CLASSIFIED

SAW STEWART
BAIRD AT KEITH’S

day night with appropriate ceremon
ies.
Mrs. Mary Haines has
returned
home after spending the winter with
her daughters,
Prescott and
Mrs. Moulton.
Rev. H. A. Childs has been chosen
to give the address at W ilton Memor
ial day.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gile and
family were guests of relatives in
and about Phillips during the re
cent school vacation.
H. C. Riddle and Kar] Oakes left
Tuesday morning for a week’s visit
at Portland.
Miss Nadine Hoar is boarding with
her aunt, Mrs. Leon W right and at
tending school.
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freshments, ice cream, cake
and
home made candy being carried. Mrs.
OM cant ■ word in a d va n ce. No h ea d lin e or
Brooks was presented with a fine
rf£«r display. S u b je ct* in a. b. c . o rd er
ring.
The evening was pleasantly
passed with music and conversation. E L E C T R IC IT Y S A ID T O M A K E IT « |
FOR S A L E
O P E R A T IO N E A S Y .
The following enjoyed the trip:
A Jolly Party of 31 Friends Sur
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Tomlinson, Mr.
POR S A L E — Village stand in Phillips
and Mrs. J. B. Tomlinson, Mr. iand A u to m o b ile D riv e rs A re Expected to'
Upper Village. Inquire of J. Blaine
prise Mrs. Brooks.
Morrison.
Mrs. C. W. Barrett, Mr. and Mrs.
Be Q u ic k to T a k e Up and Push
Geo. Russell, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
the Idea.
(Speciall
to
Maine
Woods.)
fOR SALBJ—Ediaoo Dictating me*
Russell, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Case,
Rangeley, April 14.— Mr. and Mrs.
first clasa condition. In
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Kempton, Mr.
The operation of the electric gear
Clyde W ilcox have purchased
the
jure at Maine Wgoda office.
and Mrs. C. M. Cushman, Mr. and shift is extremely easy and the possi
Reuben Wilbur house on
Cross
Mrs. H. B. McCard, Mr. and
Mrs. bilities of trouble are eliminated by
fOR SALE—One of the best situat street.
Phineas Tracy, Mr. and Mrs. Her its simple electrical and mechanical,
construction. The “ selector” switch,
ed camps on the Richardson Lake,
J. L. Collins of Salem, Mass., was
bert Spiller, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. is arranged with a mechanical inter
fully furnished, electric lights,
13 a recent caller in town looking over
Murphy, and Mdrns. Arthur
Arm- lock, so that one button only may re
bedrooms, pool room, dining room, the electric light plant as a pros
burg, H. A. Furbish, Joe Lamb, A. main in position at a time. These but
Mtting room, guides’ camps,
etc. pective purchaser.
M. Ross, Wm. Nelson, Lena Bean, tons control the operation of a set of
guitable for Club House.
Address
Clara
Rector.
It is rumored
that electro magnets, or solenoids as they
Bedford
Cory
and
family
have
Mrs. Bedford Cory was at Portland
Mr. Wm. J. Downing. P. O. Box
speaking are more commonly called, in this con
the first part of the week.
rented the Guida Nile house and are Mrs. Brooks is not on
nection. There is one solenoid for
3598, Boston Mass.
terms with the ladies of the party.
J. B. Tomlinson and Lero Toothak- now occupying the same. *
each speed forward and reverse. To
Ed Mysbrall is driving team for the clutch pedal is connected a me
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bennett are
MOTOR BOATS for sale.
Apply! er have finished work for Wm. Tom
Tomlinson again.
linson for whom they have been boarding at Guy Brooks.
chanical neutral device and a small
C. M. Smalley, Belfast, Maine.
driving teams the past winter.
Leon and Osman Wright, Stewart mechanical master switch which com
Saturday night will be observed as
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Abbott have guides’, ngiht by the Men’s Improve Dow and Frank Porter are at Ken- pletes the circuit to the battery for
TO L E T .
energizing the solenoids or electro
returned from a two weeks’ visit ment League.
Supper will be serv nebago where they are at work for magnets.
with relatives and friends in Mon- ed at Russell’s hall.
Extensive
im
AH men} are Tibbetts & Look.
When the driver has selected the
TO RENT—House on Dodge- *a ad .jroe Me
provements will he made by
these desired speed through his push but
cordially invited to attend.
E Frank Beal.
The Stratton Dramatic club pre
Miss Pauline Rector gave a party gentlemen at their camps the com ton or “selector” switch on the steer
sented the four act play, “ Prairie Wednesday afternoon in honor of her ing season.
ing wheel, the clutch pedal is pushed
W ANTED.
all the way down, fully releasing the
R ose” at Furbish hall
Thursday 11th birthday. Refreshments of ice
clutch, drawing the gears from their
night.
Music was furnished
by cream, cake and cocoa were served.
USE BURNED CLAY ON ROADS previous position to neutraj, engaging
WANTED—Potatoes at my store- Dyer’s orchestra, 2 pieces, a dance Games were enjoyed, among
them
the mechanical master switch, closing
Considerable pinning the tail on the donkey tor
boos?.
Notify by telephono night following the play.
the electric circuit to the storage bat
S
tic
k
y
o
r
P
la
s
tic
Q
u
a
litie
s
A
re
D
e

excitement was caused for a few which prizes were awarded,
before bringing them. B. F. Beal.
Ethel
tery, energizing the solenoid selected
stroyed and Bears T ra ffic in
minutes by a couple of fellows who Thibodeau coming the nearest and
by the push button and drawing the
W e tte s t Kind of W e a th e r.
WANTED— Experienced cook
for had partaken a little too freely of Leora Tomlinson coming out last in
gear to position instantly with a pull
Upon the the contest.
lie summer.
Address Maine Woods, “ the cup that cheers.’”
Those present were, (B y O L IV E R BEN N O CK , Colorado A g of 150 pounds, a far more powerful
ricultural College.)
pull than is possible to a driver, throwarrival of Constable Wm. Tomlinson Nadine Hoar, Elizabeth Oakes, Olive
Phillips, Maine.
In some sections of the country the j ing the gears by hand. The clutch is
the offenders were placed in
the Moore, Kathleen Stewart, Everdene
only material available from which I then engaged in the ordinary manlock up to sober off.
In the morn Robbins, Leora Tomlinson, Laverna roads can be constructed is clay. In
! ner by the pedal. When another speed
DISTRICT NO. 2
ing they appeared before Judge Murphy, Jessie Hatch, Bessie Hun such localities traffic is almost en is desired, the shift is made Instantly
Oakes pleading guilty to the charge toon, Ethel Thibodeau, Altha Ohilds, tirely impossible during the wet sea and the clutch is re-engaged as in cus
April 15.
and after paying their fine and costs Kathleen Hinkley.
sons, as the wheels of the heavy ve tomary practice.
Bion Wing made a business trip were allowed to depart for their re
The advantages claimed by the use
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Stewart
left hicles will sink to the hub.
In order to correct this condition, of this device are (1) it is unnecessary
to Farmington Tuesday.
spective homes.
Tuesday morning for Parker’® camps
the United States office of public roads to remove the hands from the wheel
Mrs. Bertha Bangs
has
been
Easter Sunday was observed
at |where they will remain for the sea- made the experiment of burning the
while driving; (2) the driver may al
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. the church with appropriate
exer- son.
clay. It was found that by burning the ways anticipate his speed change beJ. R. Doyen a few weeks.
cises.
A fine Easter sermon was
Mrs .Wm. Nelson left Monday for clay, even at a moderate heat, its -fore he throws out his clutch pedal;
Mrs. Vesta Barden was a guest at delivered by the pastor and
two Phillips to visit her daughter, Mrs.
(3) the clutch is always fully disen
the home of her cousin, Bion W ing Easter anthems were given by the Libby.
gaged and the gears are always
Tuesday.
She will also visit
her choir. Despite the inclement weath
drawn to neutral mechanically before
Miss Elizabeth Oakes was a week
a shift Is made, thus rendering it im
lister, Mrs. H. B. Plummer before er a fair sized audience gathered to end guest of Miss Nadine Hoar at
possible to strip a gear; (4) the rapid
nturning borne.
hear the Easter cantata, “ The Con- the farm.
ity with which gears may be shifted
Dean#* Nile of Rangeley is 3pend- quering King.”
Tlhe pastor read
Leon Hoar is moving his family in
in crowded traffic.
iag a few weeks with Ills
cousin, an appropriate selection. A collect- to the Guy Broods house. Mr. Hoar
Otto Haley.
ion was taken for the benefit of will drive team for E. C.
Hinkley
Peter Doyen
of
Farmington the choir.
this summer.
D u ty of People.
was a recent guest of his parents,
The Misses Pease arrived Monday I Hal Tibbetts, wtho has been emThe making of good roads is one p t
the most important duties of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Doyen. He was night after spending the two weeks’ ployed at Portland the past winter
American people and their prompt
also in this district looking
for vacation in Boston. The tw*o lower returned home Saturday night,
repair and careful maintenance is es
cows.
grade schools did not begin
until
H. a . Furbish, W. E. Tibbetts and
sential. There is probably no sub
Mrs. Cora Stinchfleld, who has Tuesday morning.
j D. e . Hinkley attended the Republiject in which the progressive farmer
been caring for Mrs. George Hewey
Mrs. E. P. McCard returned Sat-1 ran State Convention at Augusta the
is more deeply interested than that of
passed through this district Satur- urday night from Boston accompanied first of the week.
having roads connecting him with his
market over which he may be able to
day for Madrid where she will care by Miss A lice Sweetser.
During
The Mason family who have oc
|haul greatest possible load. Good
for Mrs. Alden Moores and
little their stay in Boston they had the cupied the Hamm tenement the past
|roads, like all other good things, are
pleasure of seeing Stewartj
Baird winter have returned to their home
ion.
i expensive to build and of too much
Geo. Webster is moving
Masters Ralph and Leo Cal den, who was playing at Keiths in “ Beaut in Byron.
I value to be neglected.
They also call his family into the recently vacated
who are staying with their grand ies of all Nations.”
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Morrill Wing, ed on Miss Prudence Richardson and tenement.
Good Roads.
Bernard
took a pretty bouquet of Mayflowers were the guests of Mrs.
The town clock has arrived
and
The making of good roads la one of
to their mother Mrs. N. F. Calden Taylor, formerly Miss Irene Childs. everything is in readiness for in
the most important duties of the
No date has been set for the mil stalling the same.
Ameican people and their prompt
The men came
April 5.
repair and careful maintenance la
Mrs. Josephine Wing, who has linery opening but it will probably Monday night to do the work.
essential. There is probably no sub
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Herrick
left
been confined to her bed for several take place the latter part of this
ject in which the progressive farmer
week
or
the
first
of
next.
Monday for Hobart’s camps where
weeks with a bad cold and cough,
is more deeply Interested than that
Miss Hildred Robertson and friend. they will remain for several weeks.
Is gaining but not able to sit up
of having roads connecting him with
Miss Marguerite Benjamin returned
Maister Kenwood Rowe, who has
his markets over which he may be
yet.
been quite ill is slowly gaining.
able to haul the greatest possible load.
Mrs. Cynthia Calden sits up
a to Bates college Monday morning.
Thursday, April 9, a daughter »was
Good roads, like all other good things*
A jolly party of 31 gave Mrs. Guy
few hours at a time. Mrs. Vilina
are too expensive to build and of too
Plummer is aTso getting better from born to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Brack Brooks a genuine surprise party at
much value to be neglected.
ett and a son to Mr. and Mrs. L. her home in Dallas last Wednesday
her recent auark of indigestion.
D. Haley.
evening.
The weather was not of
Miss Dessie Lamb was operated on the best for the evening was very
b ir t h s .
at her home Saturday morning for rainy but all were out for a good
Cow P articular as to Its Tipple.
A Tralee (England) farmer has a
appendicitis by Drs. Colby and Ross. time so didn’t mind. . The
party
cow which refuses to drink water sup
Phillips, April 11, to Mr. and Mrs. The patient is very comfortable at were conveyed by Wm. Tomlinson’s
plied in the ordinary way. Then she
Alton K. Moores, a son.
this writing.
stout teams and upon arriving at E n tra n c e to U te Pass, N e a r M an ito u , is thirsty she leaves the field, goes to
Phillips, April 13, to Mr.
and
Maxwell Neal, Beatrice Colby and the farm found Maude for once with Colo.— One o f th e Best E xam ples of a lane where there is a water tap,
M o u n ta in Road B u ild in g in W e s t.
Mrs. Harold Libby, a son.
Maxine Nile, who have been quite out words to exjpress herself.
The
turns this on and takes a drink. The
ill the past week are now gaining. crowd went well prepared with, re- sticky or plastic qualities are de story is supported by photographs,
Little Maxine has been ill
with
stroyed, so that even in the wettest and the cow is credited with turning
The other two
have
Whenever you write to one of ou* pneumonia.
weather it will bear traffic. This per the tap off after drinking.
mits the firing of the clay along the
ttoerti&ers, don’t forget to tnemtioi been suffering with abscesses in the
entire length of the road, thus avoid
Maine Woods.
It is important bo ear.
ing the cost of hauling it, and at the
you to do so; important to us ano
Mason. Russell and Phyllis Robert
same time gaining the advantage of
the advertiser naturally wants to son have been chosen to represent
burning the foundation of the road as
know where you found his name Rangeley High school in the Speak
well as the material to be placed upon
ing Contest at Klngfield.
It.
F IS H -R O D S
Master Monette R oss is the proud
Good solid wood 4k laid at intervals
along the side of the road, about one
possessor of nine guinea pigs.
W illiam F. Nye is the great
cord for eight linear feet of roadbed,
Miss Persis Carlton entertained a
est authority on refined oils in the
twelve feet wide. The road bed is
j party of 24 friends April 10, the
first evenly graded and then plowed
i occasion being her 14th birthday. A world. He was the first bottler; has
as deeply as practical. Furrows about
handsome birthday cake, decorated the largest business and N Y O IL
four feet apart are then dug across
. 434 Congress St.,
with candles ,and ice cream
were is the best oil he has ever made.
the road and extended beyond the part
j PORTLAND, M A IN E | served. 'Miss Persis received many
to be burned on either side. The first
N Y O IL
O pposite State House, Boston, M ass.
Erected in 1911, Nnd positively the only ^ nice gifts. The time passed pleasantcourse of cord wood is laid longitudi
H AS N O EQUAL.
Fireproof Hotel in the City
|
nally,
so
as
to
fire
a
series
of
flues
in
Offers room with hot ard
lv with numerous games and all
: Elevator Service, P rivate and P u blic ^
cold water for $1.00 per day
which the firing is started. From 15
Beware o f scented mixtures called
|Ratlis and every convenience for the coin- | wished the hostess many more happy
and up, which includes free
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
to 20 of these flues are fired at once.
|fort of gnests including
birthdays. .
use of public shower baths.
where a light oil is needed. It preThe rest of the cord wood is then
1 HOT AND COLD RUNNING j
Mrs. Lucy Hinkley was a recent vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
placed on this flooring and then the
Nothing to Equal This in New England
| WATER AND LOCAL AND j guest of her daughter, Mrs. Frank tion.
clay is placed over the whole struc
Rooms with private baths
¥ LONG
DISTANCE TELE| H. Kempton.
ture as evenly as possible, in a layer
for $1.50 per day ard up;
ef not less than six to eight inches.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
I PHONE IN EVERY ROOM |
Erlon Quimby Is working for Geo.
suites of two rooms ai d bath
your firearms and your rod. You will
This is tamped and rounded off, so
I SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNFA'TF.n | Hoar.
for $4.00 per day a¥d up.
f
find
it
by
far
the
best.
Hardware
and
that
the
heat
will
be
held
within
the
IfEATUrtlNR PO: ULAK PRB E MENUS |
Aaron Soule is having his house | spotting goods dealers sell it in large
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF
flues as long as possible.
| Amu-ican Plan *2 50 per day. upw ard | painted.
G. M. Carlton is doing | bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
St.rictlv
a
Terrperarce
Hotel
After
burning,
the
road
is
graded
iKoropesn Plan S I.00 per day, upw ard s
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
the work.
Send for Booklet
and rolled until the road bed is smooth
; Utters of inquiry resrardiniy rates etc., promptly answered. ^
Theron Porter was admitted
to
and hard.
1 H.B.THURsTON. r . F. HIMMELEIN. |
STORER F. CRAFTS, Gen. Manager
W M F. NYE,
Proprieto s
membership in the Boy Scouts Fri-

SUPERIOR GEAR SHIFT

IC’terng to “Up State” Folks i

aCHASE HOUSE)

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

I
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New Bedford, Mass.
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tance when aiming for thirty feet, of giving a little attention to the
P A R T R ID G E STORIES.
Fly-casting consists of two well de- matter of garments of wear.
Just
fined movements:
The back cast, the same as this must be considered
By A Hunter’s Wife.
and the forward cast.
The arm is in the hunting field, so must
the
held more or less close
to the angler give it
his best thought as
The partridge loves the
excepted, thus, for once, and for all
By Robert Page Lincoln
nody, all the time.
The wrist and considered inangling.
Comfort, woods, and rocky mountain ^
time proving my brotherly
regard,
the thumb, are the propelling factors first, last, and all of the time, should where Little streams of water bubble
stepping out of the
time-honored
PART II
to be given consideration to.
The! be a recognized medium; one should and fall over the mossy stonea
For my part I am one who early ranks of the conventional high.
reel alone holds the line;
the re- try and obtain for himself such ar- There are sections of Pennsylvania
Now a five dollar rod may warp silient bamboo forces the
came to the decision that Me learn
line out. tides of wear that will be good
in where the laurel blooms in massps
ing of bait casting was a thing of in time, after you have used it for The rod is taken hold o f at tlie the conflicting elements as well as on the hillsides, and where tlie rho
mere insignificance as compared with an ax handle; but with ordinary care hand grasp, with the reel hanging’ on warmer days.
A valuable mater- dodendron grows thick and rank be
becoming a real and true caster of such an rod, coming from some se downward.
The fingers are twined ial indeed for consideration, and re- side the dark waters of the moun.
the artificial fly—so that you might lected and reputable manufacturer, around tlie grasp; the thumb is ex- commendation, as far as I am con tain brook. Acres and acres of wild
be considered anywhere near the ex cannot but please, and fulfill in tended forward along same.
When corned, is the khaki stuff, which has country extend in all directions
ceptional.
Now, I am not here go its niche, something of what is ex the back cast lias reached its limit, a notable durability, and will last far as the eye can see—-softly rolling to become frigid and all aloof pected of a higher priced rod. The the thumb presses forward to aid many years if not accorded too rough ing hills and deep, dark valleys, coy"
distant about it.
I am not going steel rod may be metallic and may in tlie manipulation of the rod per- treatment.
The so-called
duxbak ered with pine, hemlock, and other
to tinge this treatise over with ar tire your wrist after you have cease formance!
Wandering away fn®
Let about six feet of stuff, as furnished in a coat, is also evergreens.
istocratic diction to make you be lessly cast for ages without letting line lang over tlie top giude. Then good, and will practically shed the; the winding country road, into some
lieve that I know all, or anywhere up to rest, and contemplate things, bring your rod
rain.
But for average fishing, in, old logging road, one soon loaves
backward.
At
near all. As a matter of fact I can as every angler should—of course 1 the same - time strip out line from average seasonable weather,
the the sunshine far behind, and dark
If you are lucky enough
truly say I am learning, and finding know this.
cool woods cover the ground on all
tlie reel with your left hand, and khaki will suffice.
out things every day.
I hold eter to have a high priced rod, all well when the rod goes forward feed out
Presuming that you are going to sides. This is tlie home of the fine
nal companionship with rods, reels, and good, but if you cannot, begin tlie line.
Then back again,
and use hip boots, or waders, I
would: American game bird, and here he
and
lines and flies, and memoried wat at tlie bottom and work up,
feed out more line, and so forth till suggest that you purchase a pair of! wanders at will, very seldom dis
ers.
All same, I may be of
some there is no doubt but that you will you reach a distance where
you army khaki, riding breeches. These turbed by hunters.
use to you all in telling you what have success along with your more think you must stop at.
Do not|yOU may iace around the legs, with!
You need not
I know, and perhaps there may be fortunate brothers.
get wild.
Work carefully,
with their threads, and over them you are! If you have never been in tie
some to whom it will make
light practice long with a fly-rod before wrist, and thumb, in collaboration.
able to get several pairs of stock deep, dark woods, where the sun
what
reading if nothing else.
Such ex you will be able to tell for
In the forward cast the rod is never ings as easy as not.
They hang beams cannot find their way in, and
perienced
persons
will therefore branch of the pastime you are cut brought lower than 45 degrees to the
to the legs well, and are good, both the sounds of the outside world are
search keenly for flaws, or see to out for.
front.
Much lower than that will for tramping, hunting, and par ex completely shut out, then yon have
it that I lay down the rules in the
i re.
If you take more interest in cast allow the line to slacken and
get cellence in fly fishing along with hi(p missed something inspiring!
usual conventional manner of pro ing a far fly, then you are meant for
member
well
the
first
time
I
sto
od
beyond you.
Also in tlie backward boots.
They are roomy above, and
cedure.
alone
in
such
a
place;
the
tre
es
the tournament route, catering
to cast the rod is hardly allowed to go always comfortable.
Try and get
The usual angling writer, of which that; but if the lure of the stream, back as far as 45, before it is again an economical pair, such as I have, seemed, oh, so high, a boundless caoI am one, for better, or for worse, the fishes, the flowers, the trees and forced forward.
Twenty feet
of for about three dollars and a half, opy of interlacing branches; ah awill tell you that you can better Nature, is upon you, you will learn line needs a certain
amount of having pockets at the hips, and two round were low bushes, scraggly and
unsightly; moss-grown stumps and
will time before It reaches the end of behind.
learn fly-casting watching a true- to cast a fair fly, and then
Th e style put out by Bird,
patches of low, weedy plants; now
to the the back limit.
blue specimen gyrating upon some swing your fall attention
The mind
should Kenyon and Company are recom
and then, a bunch of rock-ferns, find
I will naturally be keen to this. The time mended.
convenient water, than from a brook. stream and its mysteries.
ing a foot-hold in the crevice of
There are
men who to cast forward, then, is when you
Now that sounds peaceable enough;* say this:
FlanneL shirts are tlie best for any, some mammoth boulder, and not a
no kick cornin’ from that
quarter, seemingly fall into the traces of a feel the natural pull that tells that
pleasure-eeeking out o f doors. Gray; ray of sunshine, only a soft, sub
They actually seem born the line has reached Its termination.
but all same if the nine in ten of fly caster.
blue, or the harmonizing
brown- dued light to remind one of the glor
But naturally, men who are If you cast forward before this your
us were going to hunt up such fish to it.
green, as furnished to the army, are ious summer day, outTide. I re
and line will lose itself, and slacken out,
ermen teachers, we would wear out steady of nerve, calculating,
always good- A belt at the waist member how motionless I stood, look
many pairs of shoes, and our sea careful, must reach their near per and you will have to begin all over
is
better
than suspenders—and ing around me with awe, as me
son would be gone before we were fection first, wherein the more mod again.
Keenness and a mind work should be used, if the Individual can.
standing in a mighty cathedral; to
broken to the initial lessons. There erately gifted man must take his
ing diligently, are things that are forsake the suspender habit, which speak aloud seemed a sacrilege; to
fore, find out for yourself as much as |chances with the average.
W e are necessary in this performance. Never
is about as dismal a crime to the make even one step, was to break
possible, and pick up your nearest told rather unblushingly that certain flail the air.
Never be too hasty human body as was ever invented.
the mighty stillness with cracklkr
rules and regulation book for the* men of fame have cast a fly as whether in the forward cast, or the
One will need a bat. It is prefera twigs at every footfall. '• «
necessary pointers, or worse, listen far as 50 and 60 feet.
back cast.
Learn to have ease and ble over the cap, in that it will shade
to the words of the prophet—that’s
It is credited to Frank Forester assurance and as in bait casting al
I listened with senses alert aid
me.
Now, I am not asking you to that he was able to drop, at that ways try and curb your self-consci the eyes from the glare of the down
pouring sunlight.
strained for the least sound of life;
take down your $55.00 rod.
I am distance, a fly in a tumbler of wat
ousness.
A felt hat, with a drop brim, is sometimes a bird twittered in the
going to ask you to take what you er.
Since the majority of us can
As I have said, become accurate always worthy of being recommend- topmost, sunniest branches. I walked
can lay hands on according to what not do that at five feet we must be
something should be had in hat along into the very depths of the
your pocket-book will allow. If you content with a more reasonable aver at a short distance, and I will say
that
for
almost
any
average!
trout
wear
that is light, and does not sit, lonely woods, when
suddenly, a
cannot afford a $15.00 handmade af age.
In the first place, as a rule
twentytight and cumbersome, on thehead.! "whirr-whirr” as of mighty wine
fair, then select for yourself a ma of common sense, never try to equal fishing if one is proficient at
twenty j prn always fanatical about gar- broke the stillness.
“A partridge,"
chine made, $4 or $5 rod, or some the craft of Frank Forester. Long feet he is safe and sound or
the ments of wear.
I cannot abide by I exclaimed softly to myself, and
steel rod with a reputation behind distance casting in actual fishing, is five feet, even better, though
That there the thought of anything that impris- scarcely saw him before he bad
it.
Therefore, I let you all in, none unnecessary, but demanded in tour former is recommended.
must be a knack to it, you will soon oas
human body. By nature cloth- risen high into the leafy foliage, and
nament casting. Master always your
•learn.
For you should alway try
at least abundant clothing, is disappeared from sight
In the
short distances and become thorough
and place your flies as lightly as more or less of a crime, and to deep woods, the hunter must hate
ly acquainted with them, and you
milkweed down upon your water.
thoroughly hem in the muscles! of keen eyes, and a true aim, not to
will have done all that is asked of
In
experimentation,
upon
your
the
body and tlie limbs, in the warm mention a certain "instinct" which
you.
I consider twenty, up to thir
serves him well at times, in order
ty feet, as being all that is really paper marker, try and halt your bit summer, is about as far as one can
to bring down the gamy partridge
of
muslin
three
feet
over
the
paper,
go
and
yet
not
became
a
sacrilege,
necessary on either our Canadian, or
The flight of the partridge is swift.
"and each a
and
drop
It
very
lightly
upon
same.
Always
remember
that
your
coat
American streams.
and usually straightaway, bnt the
When
casting
with
flies,
the
lead
must
not
be
stiff
and
tight.
You
better loaf than
As I have once said, practically
wise old bird varies his moremeBts
fly
is
allowed
to
dip
first,
the
two
should
have
absolute
freedom
for
"you have evermade
half of our trout fishing is done a-,
lightly the arm to work in, especially the just enough to keep the beet of hunt
long heavy thicketed,
grown
in, others following, ere it is
before— yours if
ers “ guessing’’ as to how he *111
withdrawn.
In
time
you
will
easily casting arm, or w rist
brooklets, where casting is way out
you will only
fly.
The expert hunter, in fert.
overcome
all
this,
and
your
body
Early
in
the
spring,
when
out
fishcf question; where one must thrust
specify W il
wastes
little time in "guessing" W
The ir,g, when the water Is very cold,
his rod in to have any success at JwTill work in perfect unison.
is just as wary as his victim, firing
lia m T e l l
all.
You assemble your rod,
and overhead cast is tlie one most uni- one should have clothes in propor- on the instant, with trusting confw h e n you
Then heavier
reel and thread your line through; versally used, and is the one that tjon to the season.
How- underwear must be included as a denee in his aim, and not a whit dis
order flour.
the guides.
Tlie enamelled line is is best for all around work.
turbed by the “ whirr" which
W anner weathpractically tli0 only one worthy of e^er when one becomes proficient matter of course.
Just as good for
takes
a greenhorn off his
beginning to learn with.
What and understands lvis rod thoroughly er coming on, naturally lighter gar- with fright.
cake and biscuits and
pastry and all the rest
points there are in favor of the oiled he may try the side cast, and eom e1mgnts may be inserted. One should
of the good things
silk, we will be willing to discard in |others, take-offs from the overhead, always remember to guard himself,
It was more than wonderful to me
to eat that good
preference to the number that stand all of them more or less upon the j when fishing, in the spring, against to see the hunter with whom i
same principle.
Learn always to the inroads of disease.
W et feet
flour makes.
high with the enamelled line.
tramping one day, swing his gun •
To begin with, in learning, It is |use your left hand to strip out line will lay you open to all sorts, and place, swift and steady, and briitf
A ll extra nutri
tious, too, be
not necessary to use your gut leader. ; with, and also with which to take in varieties, of ailments subject to the down a fine old "cock’’ before The left hand, in trout fish- j human race.
If you wet your feet,
cause William
Rather, tie onto the end of the line line.
got very far over the tree top*.
Tell is milled byi
a trifle of white muslin the heft of! ing, counts for a great deal, indeed. |or jjf y0U become clammy, and damp, j There was a splutter of feathers,
our special process
a brace of lines. This Will am)ply| Some experienced men there are, go instantly to shore, abandoning high in the air, a broken "wing
from Ohio Red Winter
but everything that you may remedy the bruised body, then down dropi*saffice.
Unlike in learning to castj who never reel in their fish,
Wheat— the richest
a bait you may learn fly-casting upon} play them by the left hand, giving! cause, and put yourself on a sane, the bird into the tangled thicket i
andL lest grown.
Too much
line and equable basis again. This holds
land as readily as upon water. Ati and taking line.
( Continued on page 7-1
twenty feet lay down a piece of pap however should not be stripped out. good, not alone in fishing, but in
er, then one at twenty five feet, and Should you reel In your fish there every feature of the outdoor world,
on to thirty.
Work up to twenty are two systems to follow., Rarely where men have gone for pleasure
in
j feet and make yourself more or less has any light whatever been thrown and find also pleasure-robbing
To be in good, per
perfect at that distance.
By such upon this part of the pastime. Tlie conveniences.
H a (e and Hearty
G. H. M C K E N Z IE T R A D IN G
CO. accuracy you will better be able to reel may be held downward, and the fect health, is to more fully apprec
command a further respectable dis handle so turned, or the rod may be iate the beneficence of the gentle
G. W. Heath of South Win®*-;
Phtfflfw , M *.
shifted' so that the reel is up as in art called angling.
Maine, is 90 years '‘yoong"-^;
bait casting.
However, this
is
For ,
Now speaking about a hat; it Is still hale and hearty.
" Catches by the neck or body in
rarely done.
With the aid of a few notable that many anglers string out years, he has used “L. F." A t ^ s
stead of the feet, killing: instantly
without injuring the pelt. A hu
turns of tlie reel with same banging their flies along the outer band that Medicine, and his personal ref
mane feature that is very com
down, and holding the line with his they may more easily get at them lections of Mr. Atwood are very 1
mendable; BESIDES IT SAVES
EVERY FUR FOR THE T R A P 
fingers against the hand grasp, the in time of urgent need. This ther- foresting:
,
PER. The only trap ever con
structed with a DOUBLE TRIP
rod is brought back as far as pos fore, presumably, that they may be
“ For more than 60 years L.
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot
sible over the head im a p erfect bejnd, bandy to get at.
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
It is a very good Atwood’s Medicine has been a
ing furs ,of mink, skunk, “ coon” ,
tlie line always held
taut,
no idea indeed, for they are then avail ily remedy in my householdetc. There is no escape, the trap
per gets every pelt.
slackness being allowed, for it may able instantly, should a change of the age of 90, I am still
n iV I F bringsillustrated Guide
be at the cost of losing your fish. flies be desired.
UI "1L giving the first time in
However, do not and ray six children use it
print the treasured secrets of the
As I have said, learn to work the confuse things.
Every man you see time to time. I bought It fk®1 ^
wisest old trappers in this country.
It’s worth.dollars to you.
line with your left hand and endeavor dressed to kill, with files strung out L. F. Atwood himself in 1850, f
to tlms play the fish and bring him ,n hI„ elaborate hat, is not an ang- he sold it from house to house,
to net; for, as a rule, there will not je r ;
hope others get much benefit a*
be much line out.
_________________ _
have from the use of this medic
Clothes for the Angler
M aine W ood. W ||| Kd#p You |n (Signed) G. W. Heath.
formed on All Proposed N ew
Fish Large bottle, 35 cents. All D045,
T R A fPER S'JSU PPLI GO.,
Box
OAK PARK, ILL.
Any man who has had experience
0<m. L. w,
tho st, „ . 8ub.
Trial Bottle—FREE—From
to the out-of-doors knows the value , orlb, Now
K..p Ported.
“ L. F .” M EDICINE CO., ^
Maine.

CASTING THE FLY

AT NINETY

A

M A IN E

ROD

MAKING

WOODS, P H IL LIP S , M A IN E ,

frorn one end.
Take the largest
piece of lance wood and cut
two
feet off of it and plane it until it is
perfectly straight.
Now lay it in
the grooved guide, one edge down,
and with the jack set rather light,
commence operations. Plane once on
each corner and keep turning until
the stick is round, and a plunilp half
inch in diameter, at each end. Now
if you are going to make a double
grip, which is very desirable on a
casting rod, as the forward grip, al
though small, aids in retrieving the
lure and helps steady the rod when
playing the fish, measure off
just
twelve inches and mark the end so
you can identify it later.
At the
twelve mark make a circle around
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sand paper, instead of the file. The casts.
For general all-round cast out, and another quivering specimen
top for this type of rod should be ing No. 9 or No. 12 guides will give lay before us.
I believe I did
It is now the season for those who
4%-32nd’s inside measure, and the excellent satisfaction, and as to the feel sorry to see those beautiful birds
possess a desire and any piscatorial
tip must be carefully worked clown style of mounting, I prefer the double gasp their last breath, for I thought,
until it fits to the bottom.
irisdam to look over the tackle box
grooved, as they exhibit the
full oh, the enemies, that these poor, in
and rod case.
You may need a
Your rod is now ready for the beauty of the agate.
why?
Having select nocent creatures have, and
pew rod, or would like to have one.
mountings to be attached permanent ed the guides, now comes the silk. The fox, the mink, weasel, raccoon,
How new rods of quality and reputa
ly.
If you wish to see how it This can be had in various shades and the hawk, and worst of all—
ble make are not to be had for a
hangs before going farther, slip on and three sizes—light, medium and civilized man—seem to have but one
song, and are out of the question for
the mountings and make a few casts, heavy.
The medium weight is best cruel purpose, that of catching the
those whose finances will not bear
sight down the rod from the butt and suited for a casting rod, and the col plucky partridge unawares and bring
if it is as straight as an arrow shaft or is a matter of taste.
crowding.
But to the angler who
for
Scarlet for ing him to an untimely death,
your future as a rod maker is as the body color, with narrow bands of mere sport, or for food.
possesses some mechanical ingenuity,
sured.
Remove all fittings
and light green, makes a handsome com
these difficulties are no obstacle, for
place them with the joints in a warm bination, but the colors can he ar
with a few simple tools he can make
Partridges, as a rule, keep to the
room.
As soon as they are warm ranged to suit your ideas; at any
a rod that will remain a joy for
thickest cover, but one
beautiful
ed thoroughly you can attach the rate do not try to make your rod
ever.
It is not the intention
of
August day, as we sat under the
mountings.
These can either be
the writer to give condensed instrucresemble a barber’s pole.
Three trees by a charming brook (the hunt
cemented on, or glued on; person colors are enough, and two if prop
tious in this article, as that would
er was mile® away in the
deep
ally I prefer to £lue them on, as the erly put on will look better.
take too much space, but m erely 1tbe iointwoods, enjoying a tramp all by his
give the necessary rudiments of the! Now take the small iron
block rod cement contains a goodly amount
up
I cannot explain the method
of lonesome) I happened to look
art.
plane, set lightly and commence at of rosin which when cold is as brit
suddenly,
and
there,
in
the
road
winding the silk on without illustra
It is safe to use good
We will first decide on the ty p e; the ,circte and plane on to Wie ead' tle as glass.
tions; it is exceedingly trying on the by the old bridge, was a splendid
Russian
glue,
well
warmed.
Put
turning
the
stick
same
as
when
you
of rod we are to make. F or your
His finely sharped
eyes and should be done in good cock partridge!
first attempt, make a bait casting!
W ork this down to the winding check on the small grip
head
was
as
erect
as his proud bear
light.
Make the band next to the
rod. These are divided into two ^ iucb at tbe
end an(^
a" with a little glue, and with a small winding check about %-inch
ing could make it; he stood motion
wide,
brush paint the butt joint from the
less in the middle of the road. Not
classes, the one-piece and those hav-! side‘
Now take tbe strip of
Now slip
the the next one should not be over half one of us moved an “ eyelid” for we
ing a joint near the middle.
The lnch stock that you have selected circle to the butt.
that
width.
Space
off
the
distance
one-piece red is superior
to
the for the tip and measure off 35 in- forward grip on and slide it up un
from your first band up to the fer wanted to watch him. He probably
latter, the secret being the absence ches‘
Plane this Perfectly straight til the winding check just covers the
intended to go down to the brook for
Now take the core you have rule, and wind a narrow band of a drink but something must
of a joint, thus giving the rod more and
^ *11 4be Srooved guide and circle.
have
about
six
turns
at
each
space.
The
told him to go straight ahead into
elasticity.
But as the one-piece rod w,th the smal1 block plan* work dt for the reel seat and cut it just
%-inch shorter than the reel seat, one at the ferrule can be of two the woods which he did, quietly trot
is not so
handy to transport,•down to 17’ 64 at th« lar&e end ^
give
this a coat of glue and slide in colors if you prefer.
ting along with no intention, appar
a two-piece
rod is
to
b e !ab(>ut 5-32 at the top end’
Great
Having finished winding the butt ently, of flying, though without a
preferred
where
the
angler is care must be u&ed in maklnS the tip the seat put a few drops of glue in
,o make long trips to remote re- in order to get a perfectly trUe tap' side the core and slip this on, pres- joint, we will now wind the guides doubt he must have seen us. He was
With a fine file remove not much over fifteen yards away,
gjons.
Next comes
the
length. er*
It is best to use a caliper and sing it frimly against the small grip, iu place.
The large grip is fitted in the same all sharp edges from the mounting, and did not seem a bit afraid. About
Five feet Is the standard adopted by have the plane srt llSht
most manufacturers and this length
Before you can proceed farther it •-vanner and the butt c«<p comes last. and if the ends are very blunt, file a half an hour or so later, wo saw
Now meas him walk slowly back across the
gives universal satisfaction, although wtll be necessary to get the mount- Use plenty of glue; if a few drops them down to a point.
some anglers of the old school pre-‘ inSs i these can be had in ndckle or ooze out wipe them off immediately. ure down from the top just thirteen read, in exactly the same place.
the inches and tie the small guide tem
fer one of eight feet.
But
the German silver.
The latter are to be After you have finished take
shorter rod Is more in use now, so preferred to the former, as they are joint and press the grips and reel porarily in place with thread. Next
Many times when automobiling aand set measure from the small guide towe will cling to that type. I have stronger and more handsome iin ap- seat all firmly together,
long quiet wooded roads we have
lt from experience that the “ Hed- pearance. Furthermore, the German aside for twenty-four hours. In the ward the ferrule eighteen inches and seen partridge®, deliberately
cross
ton” Idea of long tip and short butt silver mountings will darken slightly meantime you can glue the top on tie the large guide at that mark. the road in front of the machine,
gives the best satisfaction in gen- and do not reflect light on the wat- your tin and put the ferrule on .after It will be noticed that but two guides rather than turn back into shelter;
which this should be placed with the, are used on this type of rod and both
eral use, so will give instructions er
at other times, we have seen them
butt
joint until the
glue
has are placed on the tip.
Now line
for making that type, $1though- the
For casting rod you will want one
at twilight rise with a tremendous
thoroughly set.
After the glue has! the guides up with the hole in the
same rule may be followed in m ak-ireel seat, one butt cap,
winding
“ whirr” from a spot in the ditch by
ing other types of rods.
I check, ferrule complete and
two set it will be well to go over the top and wind them on permanently the road, so suddenly that it would
rod again with the lance wood shav-1 with silk, taking care to keep the
make one jump in surprise. We have
Before commencing our work we cork grips.
Presuming that
we
ings to polish any places that may tension on the silk uniform, other
thought that sometimes the glow
will decide on our wood, which may have our mounting®, we will take the
have pome in contact with the hands. wise the guide will not be
held of the headlights rather
confused
be Greenheart lance wood, or Befchr butt joint and see if it will fit in
Tlie rod is now ready for the first firmly in place.
I prefer to wind them until we were almost
upon
It probably will be
abera. Of course split bamboo can the cork grip.
coat o f varnish.
Before putting this the guides with two colors, using a them,—when away they would fly
be used; but the use of this wood a trifle too large, so take your sand
point. in terror, to find some more seclud
on it is best to take a strip of paper small band at the extreme
calls for considerable skill and I paper and rub it up and down on
%-inch wide and wind it around the Cut the end of the silk off closely, ed resting place.
would not advise the beginner to use the wood, at the same time revolvwinding check and ferrules next to and after the entire rod is wound
it unless he can get the strips ;ready ing the stick, until it fits the grip
the wood to prevent any varnish pass each winding through the flame
glued together, as this is the most perfectly.
There should be no play
It is said they roost on tlhe ground
coming i® contact with the metal. of a spirit lamp quickly to remove
difficult part.
Besides, split barn-] whatever. The bore in the grip is
just when sleejp overtakes them, and
the fuzz.
This
done,
you
are
ready
for
the
boo is much more expensive. Per %-lnch and the butt must be made
this is evidently the truth, as the
to
Next comes the preservative. This
Put the winding check on varnish, and a word in regard
haps he will want to be economical to fit.
hunter has “ flushed” them at night
that
would
not
be
out
o
f
place
here.
is put on solely for the purpose of
in the first attempt, so we will take the forward grip and slide that up
as well as in the daytime.
They
Lance wood or Greenheart. The for- \to the circle you made twelve inches Never use a spar or coach varnish on preserving the color of the silk. If can fly by ngiht, and also see in the
They are all right for the j varnish is applied to
unprotected
mer is fine to work, and makes a from the butt.
If you can force it a rod.
night, like the owl often feeding at
▼cry strong and pliable rod. First up to place without undue force you purpose for which they were intend- j silk it will darken iit considerably, that time.
The partrdige eats the
The scarlet will turn very dark, while
we will want a square %-inch for can turn to the reel seat. This has ed, but not for fishing rods.
pretty little red berry which we call
best
varnish
I
have
been
able
to
green will he almost black.
This
the butt joint, and one %-inch for a large bore, so it will be necessary
“ partridge berry” in his honor; this
For get is of a light amber color, has a preparation comes in one-ounce bot is a vine and grows close on the cool
the tip.
This wood can be bad in to make a core to fit inside.
peculiar,
nutty
odor
and
gives
a
very
tles and is applied with a
small dark earth, bearing scarlet berries,
rarious lengths from four feet up. this take a piece of soft wood, pre
high gloss, which is essential to the camel^s hair pencil brush.
Care and mottled leaves.
For the butt, a piece four feet long, ferably pine or basswood, six inches
We often pick
finish of a fine rod. '
should
be
taken
not
to
get
more
on large handfuls of this vine,
long
and
two
inches
square.
Bore
and this if cut in two exactly in the
and
Place both rod and varnish in a the wood than necessary. After the
a %-inch hole through it from end to
middle will make two butt joints.
carrry it home, placing it in a glass
warm rcom for twenty-four hours or first coat has thoroughly dried a
Next In order come
the
tools, end.
bowl, partly filled with water and
until they have thoroughly warmed second should be applied and after
which, few and simple, must be of
Now, if you have access to a lathe
j
moss.
Partridges will eat seeds,
through.
Secure a piece of clean this is dry you are ready to put on
insects, ant-eggs, berries of
all
the best.
First a jack plane
15 you can turn this down to fit the
white cotton, size of a hickory nut, the second coat of varnish.
laches long, also a small iron block reel seat to a nicety; but if
kinds, nuts, acorns, etc. Their food
the
and flatten it out; saturate the cen
This is applied with a small, flat supply depends upon the season, of
plane, a new flat file eight inches lathe is not to be had you will have
tre of it with the varnish, and rub camel’s hair brush, instead of potcourse, and like the rest of
us,
long, a 8harp knife and some No. to whittle this down to size
with
up and down on the rod, giving} it ton as was the first coat. Do not
they have to take “ what the market
00 sand paper.
The tools must be your knife. It is important that this
a whirling motion until the varnish get much on the brush, and rub in
affords.’1
Just as sharp as it is 'possible to should fit perfectly, so go carefully
has come in contact with every spot. well.
After this coat the rod should
make them.
This applies to the and when you have it nearly down
It is necessary that this operation be be put together \nd hung up
by
The partridge has one peculiarity,
planes, which must be capable
of to size finish with sand paper to
done very thoroughly, as this coat tho tip m a warm room for several all his own—that of “ drumming.”
taking off a very fine shaving. Next insure a close fit; otherwise
the
forms a base for the second
and days, until the varnish has had am When one listens to it, one feels
we make our guide; this must?
be reel seat will not fit the two grips
finish coats.
Place rod in a warm ple time to “ set.”
It is best not that the fine old American bird is
made with great care.
A piece of as it should.
When you have this
room to dry, as a damp wall
will to be too impatient in doing
this indeed worthy of tlhe hunter’s great
pine board with a groove in one fitted, remove the grips and reel
cause the varnish to “ crawl.”
It work, as experience has proven that interest.
This “ drumming” is
a
edge answers for this.
Plane the seat and with a piece of the finest
edge so that groove will be shallow sand paper commence at the circle should be left for at least one week the varnishing of a rod is a matter loud, rumbling sound, and may be
give heard some distance away, but no
at the tip end, and fasten it secure- a^
en<j 0j the small grip and before any attempt is made to ap that cannot be rushed, so
ply the second coat.
As soon as plenty of time to dry. Three coats one knows for a certainty whether
ly to your bench.
This should be work toward the small end, revolv
at least one foot longer than the ing the joint as you proceed. Con this is thoroughly dry you can put are sufficient, the last being applied it is the “ call” of the male to hi®
the guides on and wind the rod.
the same as the second, after which mate, or whether it is just a way
longest joint we are to make. F or, tinue this operation until the wood
Next comes the selection of the the rod must be allowed to dry for he has of “ talking to himself” when
this type of rod it should be four|jg perfectly smooth and round. Next
guides, which can be either metal or three weeks.
searching for food.
The owl has
feet long. Plane the inside* .edges take sonle fine lance wood shavings
agate.
The metal guides are much
Your rod is now finished and if a “ cry” of his own—“ to-who! “ we
st) as to form a perfect “ V ,” and and go through the same operation
cheaper, but not so satisfactory as properly handled will give you many all know the dear little bird that
place a small stop about six inches until the woed is polished as smooth
the agate.
The latter come in var hours of sport.
the quail
The making of a says— “ whip-poor-will,”
as glass.
After this polish is given
ious sizes and styles of german sil rod of this type is not difficult nor says— “ bob-white!” and the partridge
the wood it should not be handled
ver mountings, namely the flat barrel expensive, as may seem at first makes his presence known by his
M a r s o f M A IN E
with the hands mere than necessary.
shaped mounting, the wide
raised, thought, and will prove the equal of “ drumming.”
Now
comes
the
fitting
of
the
ferrule,
RESORTS A N D ROADS
and the double grooved mounting. a rod costing ten or fifteen dollars.
which is presumably of the shoulder
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
The partridge is valued as a de
This is a very delicate j The agate is not glass, as many sup- j would not advise the beginner to
for maps of the fishing regions of the ed type.
licacy in the way of food.
Its destate, etc. We can furnish the follow operation inasmuch as the alignment pose, but a siliceous semi-pellucid atteniipt to make a fly rod until lie
lioious
game
flavor
has
made
it
compound
mineral,
consisting
o
i
jhag
become
proficient
in
the
making
ing maps:
of the tip and butt joints depend
$ .50
bands or layers of various colors |of the shorter types.
After a little greatly liked at the hunter’s table,
Franklin County
cn
this
being
fitted
perfectly.
To
.50
Somerset County
he blended together, the base generally' practice he will he able to make either served in game pie, or fri
.50 fit the ferrule the wcod must
Oxford County
They should be!anything from a bait shooter to a casseed like chicken. In the hunters’
.50
filed away uniformly all the way being chalcedony.
Piscataquis County
game cabinet, there are
several
selected
for
this
type
of rod, as they L jy glitter,
.50
Aroostook Co\jniy
round until the ferrule will slip on
.60
beautiful
partridge
tails,—trophies
of
Washington C< un y
are
practically
frictionless,
and
a
wet
Sullivan
Co.,
N.
Y.—John
File careful
1.00 without much force.
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
his gunning trips—and each game
line
will
not
adhere
to
them.
Fur-|
D.
Reynolds
in
Fur
News
ly,
trying
the
ferrule
on
frequently
.35
Geological map o f Maine
season finds the hunter on
the
Magazine.
. 35 until i\ perfect fit is iade. Remove thermcre, they add to the appear-'
R. R. map of Maine
‘ ‘trail,” for in October: —
Where strict econAndroscoggin County
’^ j ferrule and lay butt aside.
Now ance of a rod.
“ It is brilliant Auutrnn time, the
Cumberland County
P A R T R ID G E S T O R IE S
'gO we are ready for the tip, which is omy is desired the hard metal guides
Hancock County
most brilliant time of all,
may
be
chosen
instead.
(Continued
from
nage
6.)
.35 { finished in exactly the same manKennebec County
The size and style of mounting waited while the hunter penetrated When the gorgeous woods are gleam
.35 I nor.
Sand paper from top to butt
Knox County
ing, ere* the leaves begin to fall
.35 until it is perfectly
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
round
and will depend upon tlie work you in that awful swamp of old scratchy
.50 I
Penobscot County
For long branches, in search of his game. A When the harvests all are housed,
35 smooth, and polish with fine shav- tend to put the rod to.
Waldo County
and the farmer’ s work is done,
.35 ings.
The male end of ferrule is distance casting, where accuracy is little farther along down the path,
York County
fitted in precisely the same manner not an important factor, larger guide another partridge ran along cn the And the woodland is resounding with
J. W B R A C K E T T C O ., as the one on the butt joint, hut the can be used than where you want ground, a few feet, then flew up, but the spaniels and the gun!”
Maine. j top wm have to be fitted with fine to make shorter and more accurate in an instant, the hunter’s gun rang Scranton, Pa.
Phillips,
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and tne 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing automobiling, etc.
Write for booklet.

H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,

YO R K C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT

John earville’s Camps
at S p rin g L ak e
“ Salmon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of sprinsr water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen«ry and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff, Me.

Jackman, Maine

A P R I L 16, 1914

fastened to tne race of the front slab
near where the right hand connecting
piece comes through, and not around
the connecting piece, as it is in the
illustration.
Shoe about three feet of the bottom
edge (right hand side) of the front slab
with a piece of iron or steel of the
right length, about three inches wide
and a half inch thick, with one edge
sharp or beveled. Put it on securely,
letting the sharp edge project about
half an inch below the edge of the slab.
This shoe will enable the drag better
to shave the surface and cut down the
hard ridges which are usually met on
roads that have not been kept smooth.
A good drag will cost from almost
nothing to $2.50, depending on the ma

PIERCE POND CAMPS. 'Salmon weighing up
to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce
Pond in 1913. Best of fly fishing in small ponds.
Send for circular and reference.
C. A. SPAULDING. Caratunk. Maine.

The G arry Pon d G am ps
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout
fishing and good accommodations.
Send for Booklet.
HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

JONES' CAMPS
Fine trout and salmon Ashing.
Good accommodations for ladies
and gentlemen. Address
GEO. C. JONES,
Mosquito,

-

Splendors of the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition Reveal
ed by Its Present Progress.
SUPERB W O RK S OF SCULPTURE AND ART IN
COLOSSAL EXHIBIT PALACES FOR AMER
ICA’S PANAM A CANAL CELEBRATION.

G

LINTS of gold from vast oriental domes, Venetian blue on minarets, pro.
, diglous works of sculpture and the arrival of notables from all parts
of the globe give glimpses of the great Panama-Pacific International
Exposition as it will appear when its gates swing open to the world
on Feb. 20, 1915.
Not for many years will the world be enabled to enjoy so marvelous a
collection of the works of contemporary sculptors The World’s Columbian
Exposition at Chicago first proved that the greatest talent migl;t he engaged
to produce work of even temporary value. Since then more and more attention has been given at each succeeding exposition to sculpture as a form of
decoration, and the great Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San
Francisco promises to surpass even Chicago’s exquisite display.
Every phase of the exposition is far advanced. Thirty-three of the world’a
nations will participate with government displays. Argentina leading with t
government appropriation of $1,300,000 gold.
"1

Maine.

OLD RANGELEY PLACE FOR RENT

Seven room house newly furnished and re
SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS.
In the modeled.
One and one-half miles from RangeRangeley Region. Booklet.
ley village, on main road. Boat landing. Fine
Hemon S. Blackwell, Dallas. Maine
view of lake. One-half mile to same. Barn for
horses or autos. Modern plumbing. Wood and
ice. Telephone furnished. Apply to
JIM POND G A M P S
LBON D. HALEY, Rangeley, Maine

IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.

W E S T END
HOTEL
H. M. CASTNER,
Portland,

Prop’r.

Maine

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
Camps at Long
Pond.
M any
out-lying ponds,
S. C. HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

Write

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Beat fishing regionSpecial June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

WEST^NEW VINEYARD
April 10.
Fred Peck sold a nice Jersey heif
er to Charles Russell of New Vine
yard.
Several from this part of the
town attended the moving!
picture
show and dance at New
Vineyard
village, Friday evening, April 10.
All say they had a good show.
Ward Keef of Phillips spent the
week end with his grandmother Mrs.
Esther J. Savage and other relatives.
Willard Stevens of Strong called
on his old neighbors and friends the
latter part of the week.
Frank Roberts is sawing wood with
his engine and saw for Mrs. E. M.
Pratt.
Sam Corbett is stopping with Joe
Turner a few days.
Clarence Stevens is working for
John Allen.
Mrs. Augusta Turner has a flock
of chicks three weeks old.

AVON

DEAD RIVER REGION

terial and construction, and last five
to ten years. Anybody can make one.
Roads should be dragged 10 or 12
times a year. The time is after each
soaking rain, so that the drag will
form a smooth mud coat on the sur
face. When the frost is leaving the
ground is an excellent time; the drag
should be in use from then until win
ter. The work does not interfere with
ordinary farming operations, as when
it is the right time to drag the Boil is
too wet or the conditions unsuited for
many kinds of field work. It is diffi
cult to invent a good excuse for not
dragging. Used at the right time and
with proper frequency on practically
all types of earthy soils and those of
the clayey or rolling sections, the drag
will make roads smooth, hard and con
vex—the three fundamental character
istics of an ideal dirt road. The pro
cess will form a sort of shell or casing
over the surface which will shed water
like a roof, and by distributing travel
over the entire area, instead of con
fining It to the center, the shell will
constantly increase in solidity. At the
outset, dragging cannot be done so
rapidiy as when the road has been
shaped up by several sweeps of the
drag; after this preliminary work, the
job can be done in half the time orig
inally required. Any boy and farm
tfeam can operate the drag.

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
April 14.
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Sweet, who
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting have been visiting his sister, Mrs.
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. Susan Sweet in Portland, have re
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
turned and are stopping at C. W.
Cook’s.
OUANANICHE LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co., Me.
A severe snow and wind
squall
World wide known for its famous fishing,
L is te n and Build.
passed over this section, late Sun
vacation and hunting country.
One good road is worth a dozen ar
N orway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake day afternoon.
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
guments in favor of better highways,
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
Quite a party from Strong called and therefore the people should listen
machines. From there one can take steamer to
any part of the laxe territory. The best hunt at C. W. Cook’s Sunday to get maple to the arguments and then build.
ing. fishing and vacation section of beautifu
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G. candy and sugar.
ROSE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
April 1st.

RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.

VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Beat Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
best-trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
RANGELEY LAKES.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot
of Bald Mountain in a good fishing section.
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write
for free circulars to
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r..
Bald Mountain,
Maine

CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
GUY CHADOURNE,

Prop.,

Bingham, Maine

RANGELBY TAVERN ft LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

The best FLY FISHING for
trout to be had in Maine at
G A/*\P P H O E N I X
Write for circular

C. A. D AISEY, Prop.,
Vorcross,

-

.

Maine.

Fashioned by Adversity.

MAKING A SPLIT LOG DRAG
A nyone Can M ak e One to Cost From
A lm o s t N o th in g to $2.50, Depend
ing on M a te ria ls Used.

A subscriber in Latah county, Idaho,
asks us to give him a plan for making
a split log drag for working the roads
in his county, and also wants to know
how to use one, says the Western
Farmer.
The drag may be made of a log, say
eight feet long and 12 inches through,
split in the middle, or of two pieces of
sawed oak or other substantial wood,
2 by 8 inches. After a log is split, giv
ing two flat, faced slabs, bore three
two-inch holes in each slab, as shown
in drawing; connect the slabs, facing
the same4direction, with three stakes
or rounded 3 by 3s long enough to
leave three feet of space between the
slabs after the connecting pieces have
been driven into the holes. Two or
three planks can be nailed to these
pieces, affording a place for the driver
to stand, and, at the same time,
strengthening the drag. Use a chain
or strong rope for attachment to the
double-tree. Supposing the drag to
face west, and assuming that a chain
is used, fasten one end of the chain to
or around the left hand outside con
necting brace, letting the chain pass
over the top of the slab- If attached
to the face of the slab, near the left
hand end, the chain would interfere
with the movement of dirt toward that
end of the drag. The drag is run at
an angle of about 45 degrees, so that
dirt can be thrown toward one side.
The other end of the chain must be

Many a man never found himself
until he lost all he had.
Adversity
stripped him only to discover him.
Hardships and obstacles are the mal
let and chisel which shape strong lives
into beauty. The hardships of pov
erty may bring out the diamond in us.
We always do our best while fighting
desperately and faithfully to attain
what the heart covets.

FRANCISCO IN 1915.
ERONAUTS from nil the civilized nations of the globe with every
standard type of air craft driven by motors will participate la
an aerial race around the world, which will be a feature of the
sporiina events to be held during the Panama-Pacific Interna
tional Exposition at San Francisco in 1915.
The race will start from the grounds of the Exposition in May, 1915,
and will end there. Three hundred thousand dollars has been hung
up in prizes for this stupendous world girdling contest A number of
the world's greatest aviators have signified their intention of entering
the races The recent flight of Stoeffler, ending at Mulhausen, Ger
many, in which he covered 1,375 miles, convinces aviators that long
flights awe a matter of adequate supply stations. The above photograph
shows the route around the world and the various supply stations.

A

Famous Khyber Pass.

Great Introductory Offer

Gillette Safety Razor

A fortune in a pipe bowl was discov
ered by a Peterborough (Eng.) archi
tect, Mr. Fordham, who purchased an
old meerschaum pipe at a recent auc
tion saLe for a few shillings. He found
on taking his purchase home, that the
front of the bowl was set with a clus
ter of diamonds, emeralds and rubies.
The gems have been valued at over
$500. Dealers from all parts of Eng
land were present at the sale, but
failed to discover the bangain.

Complete with 12 Blades,

$4.35
This 20 yr.

G O L D F IL L E D

G ravity Clock.

Among the smart English novelties
seen is the new gravity clock, which
does not require winding. The motive
power Is supplied by the weight of
the clock, which takes seven days to
travel down upright bars. At the end
of the seven days the clock is sim
ply raised to the top again. The clock
stands on a handsome mahogany base
and the bars are supported from the
center of a handsome arch of mahogany.
M A IN E
TH€

Eyed Seal.

E V E R Y B O D Y T A K E NOTICE

Picked Up Bargain a t Auction Sale.

8 U B 8 C R IB E N O W
FO R
W OO D8.
GET A LL
LOCAL N EW 8-

Gentle

The Khyber Pass, from the time of
Seals are still numerous and are diA
Alexander the Great, has been noted liked by Labrador fishermen. Dr.
as the great military and trade gate Grenfell sayB that he has known a
way into India from the Asiatic coun seal to haunt a net so persistently
tries to the east. The pass begins that to get any fish the owner had to
near Jamrud In India, 10% miles west watch all the while at one end of It,
of Peshawar, and twists through the and even then the seal would almoft
hills for about 33 miles in a north snap off the fisherman’s hand as ha
westerly direction till it debouches at raced to be first to disentangle tha
Dakka, in Afghanistan.
salmon.

fitted with an 11

'

WATCH

Jewel Movement,

$11.95

I

To every man or boy ordering one of
these watches we will give absolutely
a Bristol Steel Fishing Rod. Don’t delay.
Order at once.
We are dealers in all kinds of Jewelry.
Cutlery and Silverware. We can also furn
ish you with Fishing Tackle.

EM ERSON SU P P L Y HOUSE,
P. 0 . Box 2.

Portland,

Me.

M A IN E
OBITUARY

WOODS,

outdoor work as the work called for.
T he deceased had one brother,
FREDERICK B E A R C E S W E E T S E R
who was drowned in the Androscog
gin river at Livermore when he was
Frederick Bearce Sweetser
was quite young, and one sister, the late
born in Livermore, Maine,
March Mrs. George S. Whitney
of this
1' 1847, the son of the late Captain
town, who passed away ten years
Joseph F, and Lucy A.
Sweetser. ago.
Her family of four daughters
His early education was received in and two sons survive him, and be
tbe schools of that town and when sides his wife and family of eight
not very old the family moved
to children and ten grandchildren, only
Phillips, living on what wa^ called thee other relatives
survive, viz.,
the Winslow place on Bray hill.
Mrs. William Greeley of Cumberland,
On September 26, 1864, when only Me., a double cousin; two cousins.
11 years of age but of a stature of Sewall
P. Ridley of Roslindale,
older years, he enrolled In Co. H., Mass., adn Mrs. Asa Stubbs of Cape
9th Regiment of Maine Infantry Vol Cod, Mass.
It is remarkable when
unteers and served through the Civil one thinks of the large family
of
War until he was discharged
from eight children, all with homes
of'
the service on June 30, 1865,
the their own, and this death the first
close of the war.
break in the family circle.
He was united in marriage with
Mr. Sweetser had been in poor
Miss Jane B. Staples of this town halth since Januray adn was attend
on February 12, 1867, and to this ed by Dr. B. F. Makepeace of Far
anion eight children were born, four mington.
Dr. Harold
Pratt
of
sons and four daughters, all
of Farmington, Dr. C. W.
Bell
of
vbom are living.
They are: Charles Strong and Dr. E. C. Higgins
of
B., Wilmot F., Joseiph F.,
Mrs. Phillips were also called to see if
George B. Sedgeley, all of Phillips; there might be some way of helping
Elgin G., Mrs. Wiliam O. Steward him and making him stronger, hut
and Mrs. Donald Foss of Farmington the heart was affected and at times
and Mrs. Ralph E. Morey of Auburn,: it was most difficult for him to get
Mrs. Steward and Mrs. Morey being a natural breath without considerable
twins.
All of these children were exertion which tended to weaken him.
with him at intervals during his The doctors called his trouble a
gkknees and present at the funeral. complication of d’ seases and would
After his marriage Mr. Sweetser pur give him no encouragement for a
chased the farm above
Toothaker complete recovery from the beginning
park and lived there
for
many but rather thought he would gain
years, building a new house on the and be able to be about when warm
farm.
From there he moved
to er weather came.
He had been ap
the Charles Pickard house on Sawyer parently as comfortable as usual on
street In this village about 20 years; April 3 and when the end came abou
ago, where tbe family lived
until 9.45 p. m. that night, it was a severe
about four years ago when he pur shock to his immediate family and
chased the Sprague farm a few miles near relatives.
During his entire
from Fairbanks on the Farmington illness he was tenderly cared
for
road and where he died.
by his wife and family and every
Mr. Sweetser was a carpenter by thing done to relieve his sufferings.
trade and worked at tills occupation His age was 67 years, one month,
for several years but owing to rheu two days.
matism was unable to do so much *
l
He was a member of James
E.
Cushman Post, G. A. R., being sev
Ch«ck Y o u r A p r il C ough
eral times its commander, and of the
Tta<wing frost and April rains aMIU Jr. Order United American Mechan
you to the very marrow, you oatoh ics of this town.
ooW—Head and lungs stuffed— You are
Inwtah—Cough continually and
feel
“ Fred” as he was familiarly called
miserable—You need Dr. King’s
New
rather out
Dtooovery.
It soothes inflamed
and and well known, was
hitated throat and lungs, stops cough, spoken and quick In his maimer of
your head clears up, fever loaves, and
you feel fine.
Mr. J. T. Davis,
of greeting his acquaintances, and one
Idctaey C o rn e r, M e .,
“ W a s cured of who did not know him would think
l dreadful cough after doctor’s treat
ment and all other remedies failed. Re he was harsh, but a kinder neigh>lief or money back. Pleasant—CJhlld- bor, or a man with more love and
rw like it.
Get a bottle to-day. 50c. I
devotion In his family could hardly
and |1.00, at your Dwuggdst.

THOUGHT ABOUT THAT
HOT WATER BOTTLE?
Y ou know there is nothing
better for w arm ing a cold bed
during these w inter nights, or for
allaying the suffering o f neural
gia, toothache, or other pain.
Before you buy let us show
you our heavy gauged, handsom e
ly embossed

MAXIMUM
W A T E R B O TTLE S
Each bespeaks satisfaction at first glance and
we give you a two-year guarantee certificate with
each bottle.
This cold weather comfort will withstand
hard usage; will not leak n o r . grow hard. Made
of finest rubber, of a rich chocolate color. Each
Maximum W ater Bottle has the same quality
features, reinforced seams, full capacity, unloseable stopper.
Price $2.00— guaranteed for two years.
IS N T TH IS R E A L L Y E C O N O M Y

M A X IM U M W A T E R BO TTLES
are sold in this community only by

R. H. PREBLE,
THE

PHILLIPS,

rexa ll

STORE

MAINE

P H IL L IP S , M A IN E
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be found for they were first in his
love, thought and deed. He was al
ways ready to help in the time of
need, “ not passing by on the other
side, but hastening to relieve,” thus
living a useful life and one of ac
tivity in being employed.
With a
bright blue eye he was eager to
see the optimistic side of life and
enjoyed a joke to the fullest extent,
always willing to take as well as
give these jokes.
He was always
patriotic and true to the stars and
stripes ,for which he so
bravely
fought in the Civil War, and a silk
flag, the gift of James E. Cushman
Post, was laid across his breast be
fore the burial.

Clarence E., an aged mother, Mrs.
Sophia Heath, two brothers, Walter
E. and Arthur S. Heath, one halfsister, Mrs. S. A. Blodgett.
One
sister, Emma J., wife of
Orrison
Harnden, died February 22, 1892.
H ood’s Sarsaparilla Has Always
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell were mar
Been a Safe as Well as
ried May 9, 1896 and have
always
Effective Medicine.
made their home in Phillips
and
Avon, living on a farm on the river
It is needless to suffer. Don’t be
road, later moving to West Phillips, r sick. It is not natural. Build up
and about one year ago moving to your blood by taking the old reliable
This medithe present home near Toothaker H ood’s Sarsaparilla.
, cine is perfectly pure, clean and ab
park.
solutely safe, as well as o f peculiar
Mrs. Mitchell had recently joined and unequaled medicinal merit.
the Grange and was a member of
H ood’s Sarsaparilla bas been and
the Park Street club and the West still is the people’s medicine because
Phillips Sewing Circle, where
she o f its reliable character and its
wonderful success in the treatment
The remains were brought to Phil was a beloved member in all.
o f the common diseases and ail
lips Monday, April 6, where
the
The funeral services were held at ments—scrofula,
catarrh,
rheu
funeral services were held at the
the home on Friday at 2 p. m., with matism, dyspepsia, loss of appetite,
Union church at 1 p. m., Rev. M. S.
a large attendance of friends. Miss that tired feeling, general debility.
Hutchins officiating, who spoke feel
H ood’s Sarsaparilla purifies and
Bessie Crowell, pastor of the M. E.
ingly of the loss of the neighbor for
church officiated and Undertaker C. enriches the blood, and in so doing
many years; to his family, and ever
F. Chandler was in charge.
Miss renders the human system the great
est service possible.
It has been
dwelling on the life of the battlefield
Florian Wheeler rendered two solos
tested for years. Get H ood’s, and
and the safe return to his home and
j with Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison
ae- get it now from any drug store.
loved ones.
The services were con
; companist.
The pall bearers were
ducted by Charles F. Chandler and
Messrs. W. B. Butler, F. W. At
two fittingly appropriate selections
wood, Charles E. Dill, J. A. Russell.
EAST WELD
were rendered by Miss Estelle Bark
The following beautiful floral tri
er, accompanied on the organ by
butes were sent as a token of the
April 13.
Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison.
The G.
A .R. attended the services in a body love and esteem in which the de
Miss
Mae
Vining
went
to Wilton
ceased was held:
Pillow, “ Mother,”
as did also the Jr.. O. U. A. M.,
Monday
where
she
is
working
for Dr.
the former giving their salute with the family; bouquet of hyacinths,
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Blodgett; panel and Mrs. York.
bowed heads as the procession pas
Mrs. Rosie Procter has gone to a
sed through their ranks and
the of red roses, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Heath, Arthur
Heath, and Mr. hospital at Lewiston to have an op
latter delivering their memorial ser
and
Mrs.
Eaton
Heath; bou eration performed for appendicitis.
vices at the grave in
Evergreen
quet of
pinks,
Mr.
and Mrs.
Hiram Vining and Jesse Whitney
cemetery where the deceased was
C. W. Cook, Percy Cook; panel went to Wilton last Friday.
ladi to rest.
The pall bearers were
of cream roses, West Phillips Sew
Mrs. Cony Williams is at the Cen
the four sons of the
deceased,
ing Circle; Easter lilies, tied, Park tral Maine General hospital at Lew
Messrs. Charles B., W ilmot F., El
gin C., and Joseph F., and the casket
was lowered to its last repose be
neath many and beautiful floral trib
utes, among them being the follow
ing: “ Husband,” Mrs. F. B. Sweet
ser; daybreak carnations, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles B. Sweetser, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilmot F. Sweetser; white car
A small sum invested in
nations, Mr. and Mrs. Elgin Sweet
ser; daybreak carnations, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph F. Sweetser; roses, Mr.
and Mrs. Gee ge B. Sedgeley; Eas
will give you a large saving.
ter lillies, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Mor
ey; white carnations, Mr. and Mrs.
Guaranteed full strength and fresh,
William O. Steward; white carna
tions, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Foss;
at
white carnations, Ardine
Sweetser
Hazen
Sweetser;
panel
roses,
“ Uncle” nieces, Mrs. Lionel Allen,
Mrs. Georgia Masterman, Miss Celia
Farmers' Phone 33-3
PHILLIPS, M AINE
Whitney; white canations, George A.
Staples, Miss Mertie Staples; wreath,
Jr. O. U. A. M.; white carnations,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Jackson; bouquet Street clqb; wreath tied with P. of iston where she has recently had an
hyacinths, Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Whit H., Grange; daybreak pinks, Mr .and operation for appendicitis.
ney; white carnations, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Diah Sweet; bouquet of pinks,
Miss Edna Plummer was the guest
Otto Badger; white carnations, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Boston; bouquet of Miss Minnie Buker Thursday and
red Friday of last week.
and Mrs. D. F. Hoyt; bouquet hya of pinks, Mr. C. L. Boston;
cinths, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Leavitt. roses, Sunday school class of M. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Buker visited
church; hyacinths,, Blaine, Howard
Mr. and Mrs. N. D. Wing and Mr.
and Anna Beal; hyacinths, Mildred
and Mrs. Ralph McLaughlin at
( O B IT U A R Y
and Ernest Kempton;
hyacinths,
East Madrid last week and on their
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Calden and Eve
way home called on Mr. and Mrs.
LUNETTE HEATH MITCHELL
lyn Calden; hyacinths, Mr. and Mrs.
Indice Harnden in Phillips.
Frank Bennett; hyacinths, Mr. and
Misses Verna and Flossie Vining
In the passing away of Mrs. Lun- Mrs. G. E. Rideout, Mr. and Mrs.
ett Heath
Mitchell, wife
of Bert Rideout; panel of
assorted called on Miss Minnie Buker one
W. € . Mitchell,
whose
death pinks, Freshman class of P. H. S. day last week.
was noted last week, many feel that and teachers; panel of pink roses,
Mrs. Jesse Whitney and her daugh
they have indeed lost a friend who grammar school;
panel of pinks, ter Mrs. Bert Vining with baby
will he sadly missed in many circles Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Donnell, Port Shirley were the guests of Mr. and
as well as in the home.
land; bouquet of pinks, Mr.
and Mrs. I. H. Buker last Friday.
Although of a quiet unassuming na Mrs. Bradford Beal, Mr. and
Mrs.
Ezra Noyes has recently been cut
ture, essentially a home lover, she Elisha Landers;
“ Emblems” of ting fire wood for I. H. Buker.
was yet ever ready with kindly word Friendship, Park Street club; tulips,
Miss Minnie Buker attended the
and deeds for others.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Chandler; 'tulips, wedding reception of Mr. and Mrs.
The suddenness of her death came Mr, and Mrs. Don Ross.
Ronald Hardy at the home of the
as a great shock to her family and
Much sympathy is expressed for bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
friends.
Although not in the best the family in this great sorrow.
Collins.
of health for some time, she
had
been able to attend to her home
CARD OF THANKS
duties as usual.
The severe attack
WEST MILLS
of illness only lasted from the after
W e wish to thank the many frienda
noon until the next morning when who have shown kindness and sym
April 15.
she died from the effects of a shock, pathy in our recent great sorrow
Our pastor, Rev. Earl Bigelow went
never recovering consciousness.
and bereavement; also for the many to Portland Monday to attend
the
Mrs. Mitchell was born in Phillips, beautiful flowers sent.
Maine General Conference and will
February 20, 1864 and was the oldest
W. C. Mitchell
extend trip to Framington^ Mass.,
daughter of Eaton and Sophia Austin
Georgia Mitchell
to visit his old home there.
Heath.
She leaves besides her hus
Clarence Mitchell
Mrs. Hattie Leeman Rand
and
band, two children, Geoflfeia M., and
Mrs. Sophia Heath
Miss Esther Badger are soliciting for

OLD-TIME REMEDY
MAKES PURE BLOOD

Don’t Pay the High Prices
for Eggs

WATER GLASS
W H IT N E Y ’S P H A R M A C Y

H ig h

Pressure D ays.

Men and women alike have to work
Incessantly with brain and hand to hold
their own nowadays.
Never were the
demands of business, the
wants
of
the family, the requirements of
so
ciety, more numerous.
The first ef
fect of the praiseworthy effort to keep
up with all these things Is commonly
seen in a weakened or debilitated con
dition of the nervous system,
which
results in dyspepsia, defective nutrition
of both body and brain, and in extreme
cases' in complete nervous prostration.
It is clearly seen that what is needed
is what will sustain the system, give
vigor and tone to the nerves, and keep
the digestive and assimilative functions
healthy and active.
From personal
knowledge, we can recommend H ood’s
Sarsaparilla for this purpose.
It acts
on all the vital organs, builds up the
whole system, and fits men and women
for these high-pressure days.

Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Blodgett
Walter Heath
Arthur Heath
E v e ry Issus o f
rie s a F re s h W
T r e e S ta te w ith
s c rib e and G e t a
th e Y e a r .

C h ild re n ’s

M a in e W o od s C a r
h i f f o f th e
Pine
it.
W h y N o t Sub
S te a d y B reeze A ll

Diseases

V ery

P re v a le n t

Whooping cough is about everywhere.
Measles and scarlet fever almost as
bad.
Use Foley’ s Honey and
Tar
Compound for inflamed throats
and
coughing.
Mrs. I. C. Hostler, Grand
Island, Nebr., says:
“ My three child
ren had severe attacks of
whooping
cough, and a very few doses of Foley’s
Honey and Tar gave great relief.’’
R. H. PREBLE.

our pastor to make up his claim.
Miss Ina M. Lovejoy has
been
visiting at Dr. Bishop’s at
Clear
Water.
Mrs. Henry Oliver is passing a
few weeks in Worcester, Mass.
Industry Novelty Co. is
running
at quite a business.
R e lia b le -F o le y ’s

H oney
pound.

and T a r C om 

Just be sure that you buy Foley’s
Honey and Tar Compound—it is a re
liable medicine for coughs, colds, croup,
whooping coughs, bronchial and la grip
pe coughs, which are weakening to the
system.
It also gives prompt and
definite results for hoarseness tickling
throat and. stuffy wheezy breathing.
R. H. PREBLE.
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Laurester
line engine to the basement of his Porter; Attendants, Wilma Woodard, French, Doris. Brown*
Brown, Elsie Brooks, Phillis Rowe,
store in the French Block.
J. C. Gladys Dyer, Laura Corson,
Nyra
French set up the engine and put Dolbier, Nina Fish, Florence Corson, Kendric Libby, Sibyl Landers, Della
Moores, Olive Dolbier. Refreshments
it in running order.
Della Moorefe, Christine
Mitchell, were of assorted cakes, corn balls,
There was no school Thursday af Freda Moores, Emma Dolbier, Annie
and candy and the birthday
cake.
ternoon and Friday on account of Crocker; Infant Class, Frances Dol
Beautiful Cantata Given at Univer. the teachers attending the County bier, Gladys Eldridge, Methyl Mor Chief among the presents was a gold
Teachers’ association at Farmington. ris, Dorothy Stevens, Hazel Stevens, watch from her parents.
salist Church.
Tihe W. C. T. U. service at the Elgie Nichols, Delia Rogers, Isabel
Universalist church Sunday evening French, Beulah French.
There TIMELY HINTS FOR DAIRYMAN
(Special to Maine Woods.)
was well attended and the address were several recitations and musical
Kingfield, April 13.
by Rev. Anna P. Bailey was atten selections to occupy the first part P ra c tic a l F e e d e r W ill O b serve M a n g e r
Mrs. O. B. Hutchins and daughter
C a re fu lly — C le a n lin e s s Is M a tte r
tively listened to and evoked much of the evening.
The church
was
Hermione went to Phillips Thursday
o f H ig h Ideals.
favorable comment.
The choirs of crowded.
to visit her mother Mrs. Cora Cush
the Baptist and Universalist church
The program for Sunday evening a
Every successful dairyman knows
man and brother Clifford Cushman.
es led the music, and Mrs. Herbert the Baptist church was: Prayer, by that—
Walter Baker was in
Lewiston
Walker rendered a solo.
Cows should not be milked with
the pastor; song, Giro’s chorus; ex
Tuesday on business.
Reginald Schafer has gone
to ercise Easter Greeting, five little lightning speed, but steadily and
Word has been received of
the
gently.
Hebron to attend the academy.
girls; recitation, Harold
Winter;
The good feeder will watch the
death on April 1, of spinal menin
recitation, Erma Tufts; song, Junior manger, the eye, the coat and the
Mrs. Walter Baker is quite sick.
gitis of Alvin the infant son of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clias. Lord of Boston, department; recitation, Phillis Rowe; voidings of his animals and soon ex
Fred Morris who moved to Canton
male perience a fascination in his work.
Mass., are visiting his relatives here. recitation, Kathleen Longley;
from this town a few months ago.
By cleaning the stables, brushing
quartette;
recitation,
Ruby
Adams;
Mrs.
Fanny
Howe
his
sister,
return
A son Edgar Llewellyn H. was
the cows and properly mixing their
exercise,
Ethel
Adams,
Florence
born to Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Pennell ed from. Augusta with them Saturday.
feed it is possible to milk in comfort.
on April 8, at their home in Auburn. Mrs. Lord will be remembered here Witham; song, Girl’s chorus; recita
If a few lazy, dirty dairymen fail
Mrs. Blanche Small adn son Asa as Miss Annie Perkins, a former tion, Bertha Morrill; recitation,Rena to produce a clean product it is the
Safford; Antliem, chorus.
duty of the state and municipal gov
were guests of Sheriff W. B. Small teacher .'n town.
Two thirteen year old misses were ernments to put them out of busi
Mr. and Mrs. Al Dyer came home
and family at Farmington Thursday,
ness.
given birthday parties during
the
from Harmony Monday.
Friday and Saturday.
Cleanliness is not a matter of higher
Tuesday evening from 7 to
C.
O. Wilkins suffered a relapse Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Champagne week.
ideals alone but of careful business
9
Marie
Merchant
observed
her
thir
are
engaged
in
the
restaurant
bus
of his former ailment and is confin
forethought, nevertheless dairymen
a should have high ideals and. strive for
ed to the house.
He has been very iness at Madison this winter where teenth birthday by entertaining
they are having good patronage.
number of her classmates with game greater perfection.
sick at times during the past week.
Samuel Moores has bought
the and a mystery room containing Miss
The mariage of Hilmon Lisherness
F r u it on E v e ry F a rm .
Refreshments
son of H. S. Lisherness of
New Converse Knapp place on Freeman Marie as a witch.
No farm should be without fruit. A
were
of
cake,
ice
cream
and
home
Ridge
and
expects
to
move
there
j
Portland and Miss Lucy Berry daugh
farmer who has a taste for fruit-grow
j i
made candies besides the layer birth
ter of A. W. Berry of Phillips took soon.
ing, and land suitable for It, should
A large number
of have his orchards of such fruits as his
Miss Ella Maxcy and MiSs Ada; day cake.
place Saturday evening by A. S. Par
sons, esq, New Portland.
Both Smith are boarding at L. A. Nor-j dainty and useful presents were re local market calls for and of such va
ceived.
The guests were Emil Wint rieties as succeed best in his locality.
young people have been in Kingfield ton’s.
Thompson,
much of the winter and expect to
At the Univesalist chueh Sunday J er, Asa Small, Hildred
work at Poland this summer.
morning the subject of the Easter |Esther Alward, Agnes Porter, Olive
In ju rin g C h ild re n 's Eyes.
“We are destroying the eyes of a
A. P. Knapp was the first to pay Sermon was “ The Power of an End j Dolbier, Amos Winter, Warren Elless L ife."
In the evening a can dridge, Doris Brown, George Ham large number of school children by
his dog license on “ Teddy.”
A baby colt was born to “ Pansy,” tata, “The Birthday of Hope” was den, Kendrick Libby, Cora Barden, the burden of continuous near work
to which they are subjected,” Bays a
Christine Mitchell's' Shetland pony given by 23 young misses and a Sibyl Landers, Erma Tufts, Clifford
leading physician. He suggests as a
last Sunday and Christine is about chorus of 16 voices, under the di Stevens, Clifton Phillips^ Vaughan remedy, in addition to the use of eye
the happiest little girl in King- rection of Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Vau Huse, Wilma Woodard, Pearl Beedy. glasses, reduction in the amount of
ghan, and Mrs. Voter.
Rev. A. P. Pearl Beedy gave her birthday party work dependent directly upon the
field.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Voter of Strat Bailey also recited “ King Robert of Saturday afternoon, the guests being printed page. “ Let us have more
ton were guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. Sicily,” Longfellow’s beautiful East Marie Merchant, Vaughan Huse, Es thinking and fewer books,” he de
er sermon in poetry.
The cast of ther Alward, Asa Small, Sadie Hut clared.
E. Voter several days last week.

TWO MISSES
HAVE BIRTHDAYS

Hon. H. S.‘ Wing, A. C. Woodard characters for the cantata were as chins, Cora Barden, Hortense Bar
8 U B 8 C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
Hope, Apphia
Stanley; den, Errol McKenney, Clifford! Stev
and H. G. Winter attended the Re follows:
W OO D8 A N D READ A L L T H E
publican State convention at Augus Joy, Marie Merchant; Grief, Agnes ens, Clarice Weymouth,
Thelma
LOCAL N E W S .
ta Thursday, as delegates from Kingfield.
The Thursday Whist club met with
Miss Elizabeth Porter Thursday af
ternoon and all members were pres
ent except Mrs. W. D. French, her
place being supplied by Mrs. R. A.
Huse.
Refreshments were of Ban
gor brownies and cream puffs. The
next meeting in two weeks will be
with Mrs. Raymond Phillips. Gentle
men’s night of hte club will be held
at Red Men’s hall, April 21, Tues
day evening.
The committee
are
Mrs. Chas. Chamberlain, Mrs. W.
”H E N you buy a horse the important thing is— what will he
D. French, Mrs. Geo. French,; Mrs.
do, and can he keep it up; not merely what is his price.
Wallace Libby, Mrs. Chas. Hodgman,
Mrs. F. O. Merchant.
A horse always looks like a horse, but what is in him cannot
The assessors finished taking the
always be seen.
town inventory last week.
The infant daughter of Mr. and
This also applies when selecting a fertilizer; they all look alike— but
Mrs. Harry Hoi way returned • home
looks
don’t tell whether they are able to start a crop and keep it growing.
from Mrs. James Howes’ last 'Sun
day.
Those that won’ t do it you do nofwant at any price.
J. D. Rockwell’s Sunny South Com
pany played to a crowded house at
A good fertilizer, like a good horse, has “ staying qualities” and
French’s hall Wednesday evening.
these qualities are possible only when the plant feeding elements are
Mrs. E. E. Jenkins is gaining and
rightly balanced, with the. right proportion made soluble and ready for
was able to be on the street Friday.
Flave Vose is working in the vil
rapid assimilation by the plant when it most needs them.
W hen it
lage saw mill.
wants to grow fast it must feed fast, and having made a good growth,
B. M. Lander Is having his lumber
must be fed to maturity. A good fertilizer will not forsake the crop
sawed at the French mill.
Chas. W. French and Son Wm. D.
half-way through its growing period.
French started their village
mill
Monday with the following
crew;
Geo. True of Phillips, sawyer; R. L.
Kimball, marker; Geo. Durrell, haul
er in; Fred Skillings, roller on; Bert
Richards, slab cutter; Allie With am,
are built on a quality basis; they are made to feed fast and also to hold
yardman.
They have 300,000 feet
of logs in their yard to work up
out; they are made to bring the bushel cost low and the quality high.
and will saw between 7000 and 8000
feet a day.
A new board edger has
In our recent Potato Contests, fifty-three crops in fifty-three differ
been added to the equipment of the
ent parts of N ew England, raised by fifty-three different farmers aver
mill and a new boat for the pond,
aged 326.2 bushels per acre. Weather and cultivation differed in each
built by John Batclielder.
O.
C. Dolbier has recently
been
instance; the only condition that was alike in every case was the use of
notified by Blaine S. Viles, Forest
Bowker’ s Fertilizers.
Can you beat such a record?
Not with any
Commissioner, of liis re-appointment
other
fertilizer.
for the ensuing year as chief fire
warden of this district which, com
Apply your horse-buying principles, and good “ horse sense” in buying your fertilizers.
prises Kingfield, Crockertown, Mt.
A ll your life you have known B ow ker’ s Fertilizers and their reputation— this year give your
Abram, Redington. Mr. Dolbier has
crops a chance to show what they can do in quantity and quality on B ow ker’s.
Y o u r profit
declined to serve and it is not known
can com e only from your yield— therefore, you must have Si (e le lp ill the soil.
T h is,
who will receive the appointment.
B ow ker's will give you— and through its use you get quick action ai.d profitable yields.
Clyde Sprague has moved his ice
Only a Quality fertilizer can Produce a quality crop.
cream plant which is run by a gaso

“Staying” Quality

BOW KER’S FERTILIZERS

Give

Com fort

to

Stout

Persons

A good wholesom e c.atha.rthic that has
stom ach,
liver and bowels is Ivoley
Cathartic
Tablets.
Thoroughly cleansing in a c 
tion, they keep you regular With
no
griping and no unpleasant after effect.
They rem ove that gassy distended feel
ing so uncom fortable to stout persons.
R. H. PREBLE.

Our Local agents will supply any quantity you desire.
If, however, none are in your
section write us for further information. A lso, ask for our book “ Plant F o o d .”
No advertising
in it. It is helpful and it is sent free.

a stimulating- effect on the

BOWKER

F E R T IL IZ E R C O M P A N Y
43 C H A T H A M S T ., B O S T O N .

A d v a n ta g e s of Spreader.

In using a spreader the manure la
more evenly placed on the ground
than can be done by the old-time
method of using the fork. It is gen.
erally considered that fresh manure It
of much more value than that which
has been deposited In piles, owing to
the loss in the Latter by fementatioq
and leaching;.
_ _

No. Franklin
Marble Works
P h illip s , Maine.

Monuments, H eadstones,
Tablets, Mantle Shelves*
and
Cemetery Work

of all Kinds

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop,
PHILLIPS,

-

ME.
All orders by mail or in person

promptly attended to.
Maud E. Beed*
HARRY F. BEEDY & CO.

Harry F. Beedy

Fire Insusance Agency,
Agency for;
The Aetna of Hartfcd,
The Home,
The Niagara,
New York Underwriter’s Agency
of New York.
Office at Residence.
MAIN ST..
PHILLIPS, M
E.

Phillips Hardware Co.
Headquarters for every,
thing in the hardware line.
Lumbermen’s Supplies,
Blacksmiths’ Supplies,
Doors, Windows, Stoves, Tinware,
Plumbing Goods, Sporting Gooiis,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco, eft.
Now is the time to do spring Painting,
Repairing, etc.

We buy for the lowest
Spot Cash prices, and give
our customers the benefit of
same.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,
Pillows.
ALSO

Furniture of

All Kinds

C. F. Chandler & Son,
P h illip s,

-

Maine

and *t '
STRONG - MAINE.

COAL; T
Wholesale and Retail
Leave your orders early for next
winter’ s supply. For prieea apply to

BEAL & McLEARY,
Office at Phillips StttiOB,

5000 Cords

Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Palpwood wanted, delivered at any state*
on Sandy River & RangelevLakwR-B.
between Farmington and Rangeley and
between Strong and Salem.
M

A. W. McL eary , Phillips.Me.

E. C. Higgins, M.D.
Office over National Bank.

Phillips,

Maine

Both 'Phones

D. R.

ROSS

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Office at No. 2 Bates Block

PHILLIPS,

-

J . B L A IN E

- - - MAINE
MORRISON

A ttorney - at * Lav»
Beal Block. Phillip*

Fire and Life InsurM*'

D r . W . J. C arter,
DENTIST
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
appointment.

Evenings k'

M A IN E

W O O D S , P H I L L I P S , M A IN E ,
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11
a

day evening.
The evening
was
REED'S M ILLS.
Miss Verna D. Danico went
to to Sherbrooke while they were aspent in playing flinch, music and
Westboro, Mass. April 4 where she way.
Georgia Smart also went with
sociability.
During the evening a
entered the nurses’ training school them.
She has come back to teach
April
13.
delicious lunch was served.
The
again.
Her brother Lloyd
came
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Gray have at the Westboro State hospital.
guests were. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Ellie Hammond of Coplin vis out with her from
Arnold
pond
roturned
from
their
wedding^
trip
Luce, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Richards,
The Leightons Entertain— Candi Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Will, Mr. and and. are nicely settled on their farm. ited her sister Mrs. Westley Moody camps to attend school.
of Farmington last week.
Mrs.
Hemon Blackwell of Dallas
and
Superintendent Fred
Richardson
Mrs. E. S. Kingsley, Mr. and Mrs.
dates Baptized and Taken Into
Moody has been in poor health for brother Julian have gone to Round
F. W . Mason, Mr. and Mrs. Charles and ex-supt. Fred Hathaway attend some time.
Mountain to visit their
parents,
Methodist Church.
Pease, Mrs.
Mattie Hinds,
Miss ed the Teachers’ Convention in Far
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Rand and Mr. and Mrs. Dion Blackwell.
They
report a
Maud Porter, Fred Daggett, Rev. T. mington Friday.
children have moved to New Sharon
enthusiastic
B. Bitler.
A delightful time
was very interesting and
(Special! to Maine W oods )
where they expect to make their fut
No Wonder!
meeting.
]
Strong, April 15.— Schools in town enjoyed by those present.
ure home.
The tired business man was found
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan White and
did not keep last Friday on account
Miss Faye Mitchell and Holman
Dr. C. W. Bell of Strong was . a In a state of collapse on the sixth
of Teachers’ Convention at Farming- Daggett went to Farmington Monday Miss Hazel Webber were over Sun professional caller in town the first floor of a downtown office building.
ton, Principal, H. C. Miller
and to take their last lesson of
Restoratives were applied and he sat
Mrs. day guests of Mrs. Ida Webber.
of last week.
Clyde Hathaway is on Tory Hill,
up feebly. “I’m all right now,” he
the following teachers attended, Ella Blanche Harrington Sampson, before
explained; “you see, I wanted to go
Fullerton, Alice Smith, Mellie Brad the Prize Speaking Contest at King- working for W. E. Gates for a few
up to our other office on the tenth
days.
ford, Florence Luce.
field, next Friday evening.
EUSTIS
floor—and— (here he gasped for
H.
J. Wing is having serious time
One of the worst wind gales for
Norman Wortliley returned Satur
-------) breath)—I found the elevator—going
April 13.
day night from a two weeks’ visit many years swept thru town Sunday with one of his hands, caused by
—up!”—New York Evening Post.
The weather is cold for this time
ytth relatives and friends in Port afternoon. The clouds would have tearing it with a rusty nail.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Moores are of the year.
The ice still
holds
reminded one of the pictures of liurland, Kennebunk, and elsewhere.
Endurance.
receiving
congratulations on the ar horses on the river.
Whether it may seem paradoxical
Misses Ruth Leavitt and Thelma i ricanes. During the gale about two
rival of a little son in their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Day have re or not, it is a fact in our nature that,
Jacobs and Mrs. Fred Luce of New Jinches of snow fell.
Mrs. Cora Stinchfield is caring for turned home from New Vineyard and without endurance, life ceases to be
Wednesday
evening
of
last
week
Vineyard returned home
Thursday
Mrs. Moores.Freeman, where they have
been enjoyable; with out pains accepted,
after visiting relatives and friends : one of the pleasantest occasions of
pleasure will not be permanent. A life
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
H.
Hathaway
at
visiting.
the season was given by Oppalunski
in town a few days.
from which everything that has in it
tended
Grange
at
Madrid
village
last
Mark
Daggett
has
moved
his
fam
the element of pain is banished, be
gMrs. Walter L. Jones has recently Chapter O. E. S. No. 125 to their in Saturday.
The
gentlemen
enter
Frank comes a life not worth having or
returned from a few days’ visit with vited friends. For a short time iall tained the ladies and they certainly ily down to the “ so called
Cox house.
Sylvester
Brothers worse, of Intolerable tedium and dis
were
busy
enjoying
the
contests,
fcer son Benjamin Jones in Auburn
did the honors of the day in a very bought it a few years ago.
gust.—James Hinton.
Misses Edna Gilman and
Laura which were, carrying peanuts on a creditable manner.
A paper
was
Eddison Sylvester has bought the
silver
knife
from
chairs
at
one
end
Luce were in Farmington one day
of the hall to the other, eating read by Worthy Master Bion Wing. house formerly occupied by Mr. Dag
last week on business.
THE
B EST PRO O F.
marshmallows
on a string, driving Selections were read by several and gett.
Several from town attended
the
the
question
“
Is
the
telephone
a
School began Monday, April
13.
minstrel show at Phillips last Thurs nails, throwing paper bags, etc. Af luxury or a necessity to the farmer”
G iven By A P h illip s C itiz e n .
Stella Fotter of Stratton is teaching
ter the prizes had been awarded to
day night.
was very interestingly discussed. It the grammar school and
Georgia
the
lucky
contestants,
games
of
dif
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Starbird were
was decided that it was a necessity. Smart the primary.
Doan’s Kidney Pills were used—
ferent kinds were enjoyed.
Delici
in 1armington last Friday afternoon
they brought benefit.
Miss Myrtie Heath, who has spent
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Phil
Wyman
and
Miss Anna Norton attended
the ous refreshments were served. Ther the winter in Massachusetts is at
The story was told to Phillips res
children visited Mrs. Wyman’s broth
Teachere Convention at Farmington were about 70 present.
home for a short time before going er, George Ricker and Wife Sunday, idents.
W alter Bradford went to Weld
bat Friday and visited friends.
Time has strengthened the evi
down the lakes for the summer.
April 12.
Bffr*. E. R. Sprague held her open- Thursday on business.
dence.
Leon
Wyman
is
in
town
with
his
Rev. W. P. Holman is attending
tog of spring millinery' last Saturday.
Has proven the result lasting.
gasoline engine, sawing wood for
She is assisted in her work by Mrs. Conference this week, so there will
The testimony, is home testimony—
STRATTON.
Edd
Look.
Rena Bates, who is learning
the be no Boy Scout meeting this week.
The proof convincing.
,
Mrs. Edythe Sprague has returned
Mrs. Emma Ladd and
children
millinery business.
It
can
be
investigated
by
Phillips
to her home at Flagstaff.
April 13.
residents,.
Mrs. J. E. W inslow and Mrs. H. have recently visited her sister Mrs.
Miss
Irma
Knapp
of
Flagstaff
The village schools began April 13
N. Luce were in Farmington on bus Hammond Richardson.
H. H. Vining farmer. Pleasant st.,
visited
her sister, Mrs.
Wayne
Mrs. Fred Leathers has been quite after a vacation of two weeks.
iness last Friday afternoon.
Phillips Me., says: "The public state*
Fletcher
a
few
days
last
week.
L. O. Durrell has finished sawing
The Ladies’ Aid met last Wed- ill the past week, but is, however,
Dr. Brimigion of North Whitefield ment I gave several year4 ago re
squares
at Russell Brothers' mill
much
improved
at
this
time,
her
garding Doan’s Kidney Trills still
H i t y afternoon with Mrs. L. L.
and returned to his home in Allen’s Maine, was in town a few days ago holds good. I am glad to conirm, it. I
friends are glad to know.
Partridge.
and
was
called
in
to*
see
C.
E.
Miss Charlotte Bums is working Mills.
Gladys Lambert has recovered
with I have had no need of a kidney med
Miss Erma Jones worked in the Leavitt, who is sick in bed
icine since then and 1 think the cure
afficiently from her recent illness for Mrs. Edmond R. Sprague.
sciatic
rheumatism.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Herbert Dingley Central Telephone office through the
is a permanent one.
I got, Doan’S
to return to school. «
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Fletcher visit
school vacation.
Kidney Pills at Cragin’s Drag store,
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Leighton ve«ry of W est Farmington spent a few
ed
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Chester
Cox
Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Elvah Jones are re
(now Preble’s Drug store), when I
pleasantly entertained Rev. T.
B. days in town last week the guests
ceiving congratulations on the birth day, April 12.
of
her
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Z.
M.
was suffering from kidney trouble
BRler and Principal H. C.
Miller
Miss Olive
Taylor andbrother,
of a daughter April 8.
Mrs. A.
and they cured me in a short time.
at sapper last Thursday night. The Vaughan.
Helen and Clair Boyle have returned
M.
Jones
is
caring
for
mother
and
I hope that other people who are
The Boy Pioneers have new uni
evening was most enjoyably spent in
from Arnold Pond cam|ps. They went
suffering from kidney complaint will
forms that are very attractive. This daughter.
flinch, music and sociability.
Mrs. J. C. Danico has been con
be led to try Doan’s Kidney Pills by
A large crowd from town are plan new organization is holding some
fined to the bed for two
weeks
reading my statement.”
ning to attend the speaking contest very interesting and instructive meet
with rheumatism.
ings.
They
are
in
charge
of
Rev.
F.
The
antiseptic
powder
to
be
shaken
into
the
shoes.
For sale hy all dealers.
Price 50
at Kingfield next Friday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Spydell have If you want rest and comfort for tired, aching, cents.
Foster-Milbum Co. Buffalo,
swollen, sweating feet, use Allen’s Foot-Ease. It
Mrs. C. W. Bell and (laughter Sara B. Bitler.
relieves corns and bunions of all pain and pre New York, sole agents for the United
Harry Allen recently sold one of returned to their home in Lewiston.
were in Farmington on business re
blisters, sore and callous spots. Just the
The Knights of 'Pythias held their vents
thing for Dancing Parties, Patent Leather Shoes, States.
his
large
work
horses
to
Mr.
‘
Hol
cently.
During their stay
Miss
and
for
Breaking in New Shoes. It is the great
annual ball in Lander’s hall, April est comfort
man at Dixfield.
discovery of the age. Try it to-day.
Remember
the name—Doan’s —
Sara visited the Model schools.
Sold everywhere, 25c. D on 't accept any substitute.
3.
Music
was
furnished
by
Dyer’s
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chandler were
For FREE trial package, address Allen S. Olm and take no other.
The many friends o f Mrs. C. B.
orchestra of Strang.
Supper was sted, Le Roy, N. Y.
Richardson are pleased to know she recent guests of relatives in Phillips. served by the Pythian sisters in the
Miss
Frankie
Keen
has
nearly
re
ia much improved in h ealth.
She
K. P. banquet hall. A good time is
walks mi the piazza and around the covered from her recent illness, and reported.
is able to attend to her music pupils.
yard each pleasant day.
Lynn Merrill and Webster Ther
Mrs. George Richardson hats return
Miss Ella Fullerton, teachej; of the
m
it have gone to Newport, N. H. to
grammar school .has been
ill the ed to her home in Brunswick after a work.
visit
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
Charles
Past few days.
Miss Daisy Fotter has returned
relatives and
Dr. C. W. Bell Was in Farmington Pease and other
from a week’s visit with relatives in
on professional business Last Satur friends.
Miss Mirinda Thompson has been West Kingfield.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hinds went to
Easter was observed at the Meth quite ill the past two weeks, suffer Farmington the first of the week
odist church Sunday morning. Dur ing from a severe cold.
where they expect to locate.
Melville, little son of
Mr. and
ing the service three candidates
Frank Burrell has moved home from
were baptized and the sacrament of Mrs. John K. Lawton, who has been Bemi® where he has been logging the
pneumonia,
tbe Lord's Supper was observed. An very ill, suffering from
past winter.
anthem by the choir, Solo by Mrs. died Tuesday noon. The funeral ser
We are having some very unset-*
Mentor Will and a quartett by Mrs. vices will be held from the Metiho-*1t|]ed weather and a large body of
dist
church,
(this
afternoon),
Thurs
C. V. Starbird, Mrs. M. A.
Will,
The little
boy snow on the ground. $
Mrs. Roy Lewis, Mrs. Ralph Star- day at 2 o’clock.
The Stratton Dramatic Club went
bird was much enjoyed.
The church was one year and one week old.
to Rangeley April 8 and played the
Mrs.
Ella
Mayo
is
spending
a
few
was very prettily decorated.
four act drama A Prairie Rose.
There will be no church services weeks with her mother, Mrs. Adel
next Sunday on account of Con ine Daggettt.
The Jolly Sixteen of Us were very
When run dowtn with kidney trouble,
ference.
rheumatism or bladder weak
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Leighton en pleasantly entertained by Mrs. Edith backache,
ness, turn quickly tor help to Foley
Starbird,
last
Thursday)
afternoon.
Kidney Pills.
You cannot take them
tertained a party of friends at their
into your system without having- good
pretty home on Depot street Tues- The time was spent by sewing, as results.
Chos. N. Pox, ramrod,
N.
each lady brings her own sewing, and Y ., says:
“ Foley Kidney Pills have
sociability.
A delicious lunch was done me more good than $150.00 worth
of medicine.»’
They give you good re
iy It Suit* P a rticu la r P eop le
served by the hostess consisting of sults.
V’s Honey and Tar Compound is egg
sandwiches, chocolate
cake,
R. II. PREBLE.______________
t and effective for cough8, colds,
Those
hoarseness, bronchial coughs and cream cake and hot cocoa.
troubles.
Thomas Vernon, Han- present were:
Mrs. Rosa Kingsley,
Mich., writes
"F oley ’ s
Honey
ar quickly relieves tickling throat Mrs. Ella Chandler, Mrs. Cora Burns,
ops the cough with no bad after Mrs. Avis Whiting, Mrs. June Allen.

boy p io n e e r s

HAVE UNIFORMS

U S E A L L E N ’S FOOT EASE,

Brighten Your Home

I

And Make It More
Attractive.

WALL PAPER

For This Purpose In

!

Great Variety A t

C. E. DYER’S;

STROIMC,

’’ It contains no op ia tes and is
That's why it suits
particular
,
%
R. H. PREBLE.

A D M IN ISTR ATO R ’ S S A L E .
AT PUBLIC AUCTION
May 9, 1914, at 10 o’clock A. M.
TheEstate known as the Willis Farm, Situated
one mile west of Strong village on the Burba' 1<
Bill road, so called, containing one hundred and
fifty acres, forty acres in tillag- a id forty acre-in pasture, balance being woodland, lOtOcords
of hard wood besides a lot of timber.
HOUSE, STABLE .and BARN, ORCHARD
averaging 100 barrels of apples pei ye ar also 160
young apple trees commencing to bear, besides
Pear and plum trees.
Farming trols will be sold at auction atth<
tome time, consisting of Mowing Machine D 's1
Harrow, Two Horse Sled, One Horse Sled One
" u,rffy. One Sleigh, Wheels. Harnesses, and
omall Tools.
Terms Cash.
N a t h a n E . W i l :. is ,

A d m in istra tor.

This is the time for
MILE

SQUARE

April 13.
Mrs. .Mary Gleason visited
her
nephew, H. W. Worthley last week.
Ardine Kinney returned home from
New Hampshire Saturday.
County Attorney and Mrs. J. Blaine
Morrison of Phillips were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Worthley Sun
day.
M. G. Bubier has been appointed
road commissioner.
Miss Louise and Masters Herbert
and George Worthley spent Sunday
with Mrs. Mary Gleason in Phillips, j

Watkins Liniment
and Cough Remedy.
Over 1,000 satisfied
customers in Franklin County.

ERNEST L. MILLS,
THE

W ATKIN S M AN

Pleasant St.,

Phillips, Me.

-

-

M A IN E .

M A IN E
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

REGAL
The Shoe For Style.
The Shoe For Service.

Black or russet,
boots and oxfords.
Call and see the
new lasts.
Regal shoes are
known

and

worn

the world over.
W hen

you

buy

your next pair of
shoes,

buy

the

Regal.
$4.00, $4.50 and
$5.00.
Other shoes $2.00,
$2.25, $3.00.

Pearl Ramsdell of
Weld
was
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bangs have
taken a rent in Charles
Miner’s the guest of hiis aunt, Mrs. A. W.
house; also Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bean the first of the week.
Leavitt.
The Christmas Present club was
Mrs. J. C. Tirrell who has been entertained by Mrs. D. F.
Field
in Portland and Boston for the past Tuesday afternoon of this week. Re
few weeks returned to Phillips this freshments were served. The next
week.
meeting in two weeks will be held
Mrs. Nellie Luce, who has been with Mrs. J. W. Brackett.
employed by Mrs. Everett Beede fort G.
L. Lakin, esq., is in Portland
a few months past, has finished thiis week to attend the Grand Comwork and will go to the lakes this mandery of the United Order of the
season where she will be employed Golden Cross.
He is a
charter
at the Mountain View House.
member of Phillips Commandery No.
At the Rebekah meeting 1/ast Frida 402 instituted August 6, 1889. This
evening the committee, Misses Shir is the 32nd session of tlie Grand
ley Holt, Lillian Toothaker, Emma Commandery of Maine. Sir Knight
Davenport and Pearl Smith arranged Lakin has been deputy grand com
an amusing pantomime which was mander for a number of years and
much enjoyed by the members. Cob has always bad the interest of the
webs were also strung with a bana order at heart. He lias put in 1250
na on the end of each one, and this members in a little over two years’
proved to be a very popular game. work for the order.
Those taking part in the pantomime
Fred Morton attended the Republi
were Mrs. Frank Haley, Mrs. A. D. can State convention at Augusta last
Graffam, Misses Susie Smith, Mertie week as a delegate from Phillips.
Staples, Pearl Smith and
Emma
Sedgeley & Company is showing
Davenport.
a new line of children’s and misses
Daniel Miner returned to his home coats, ages 8 to 15, for $4, $5 and
in Northwood Ridge, N. H., last Sat $6.—Adv.
urday, his parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
We notice by an exchange that
Charles Miner accompanying
him. Miss Louise Carr arrived home Sat
We are sorry to learn that Mrs. urday night from W ellesley Hills,
Miner is now in very poor health and Mass., to spend her Easter vacation
her many friends here hope to hear with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
of her rapid improvement. Mr. and Clarence Carr of Norridgewock.
Mrs. Miner plan to remain there for
S. L. Twombly was confined
to
the present.
the house last week by illness.
James, the little son of Mr. and
Miss Ruth McGregor of Las ell’p
Mrs. Edgar R. Toothaker was very Seminary, Auburndale, Mass. ,is pasr
ill for a few days last week with sing the Easter recess with
her
bronchitis but we are glad to re parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Mc
port he is much improved.
Dr. E. Gregor at Rumford.
B. Currier attended the child and
Miss Lillian York of Waterville is
he also called Dr. Higgins last Sun the guest of Mrs. C. L. Pierce for a
day.
Mr. Toothaker, who is
in few weeks.
Miss York has recent
Lewiston for treatment has left the ly been in the hospital for an oper
hospital and^ has been stopping for ation for appendicitis.
a few days with his cousin, Mrs. H.
At the annual meeting of the Phil
W. Oakes in Auburn, as the physi lips Hotel company held April 14,
cians advised him not to
return 1914, the stockholders voted to sell
home for a week or so.
the property at public auction, June
The Ladies’ Social Union
will 30, 1914, at 10 o’clock a. m.
meet in the Parish House next Tues
Mrs. Orrin Pray and Miss Gladys
day afternoon at 2.30.
Hinkley went to Lewiston Wednes
Mrs. George Bean went to Byron day where they will enter the CenWednesday morning where she will
visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Spring Laxative and Blood Cleanser
O. Reed for a week.
Flush out the accumulated
waste
Hollis Holt and Ortho Ross have podsom o f the winter months; deans
our
stomach,
liver
and
kidneys
of
all
been spending the week at home.
Impurities. _ Take Dr. K ing’s New Life
They return to Portland next Mon Pills; nothing better for purifying the
blood.
Mild
non-griping
laxative.
day.
Fo ley
K id n e y
R heum atism

P ills
Successful
fo r
and K id n e y T ro u b le

Cures constipation; makes yon
feel
fine.
Take no other.
25c. at your
Druggist.

TO THE PEOPLE OF PHILLIPS

AT THE

Positive In action for backache, weak
back, rheumatism, kidney and bladder
troubles.
P. J. Boyd, Ogle,
Texas,
On and after May 1, I shall run an
writes:
“ After taking two bottles of order team and shall take orderB and
Foley Kidney Pills, my rheumatism and deliver the same day over all of Phillips
kidney trouble are comtpietely
gone.’ *
village. Each one will be provided with
Safe and effective.
R. H. PREBLE.

CLO TH IN G
(

WE

S O L IC IT

THE

PATRON-

[ AGE O F T H A T C L A 3 S © F DE►P O S IT O R S

W HO

| ABSOLUTE

C O N S ID E R

SAFETY

| O UR C A P IT A L
<! OF

$110,000.00

F IR S T .

AND SUR PLU S
GUARANTEES

j | T H A T S A F E T Y , AND OUR
| | TEREST

RATE

IS T H E

IN-

H IG H

! > E S T R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W IT H

No. 5 Beal Block,

Prices,

*

$7.50, $8.50, $10, $12, $15 and

Phillips National
j|

r

Bank
PHILLIPS,

■

MAINE

Summer Suits
Prices,

$10, $12, $15, $18, $20 laid $25

Ladies’ R eady-to-W ear Hats
Prices,

$1.25, $1.50, $2, $2.25, $2.50, $3, $3.50. $3.75 and $4

Children’s R eady-to-W ear Hats
Prices,

50 cents, $1, $1.25 and $1.50

Bass W ork Shoes
Prices,

$1.50, $2, $2.50, $3, $3.50, $4 and $5

Ladies’ Oxfords and Pumps
Prices,

$2, $2.50 and $3

Ladies’ House Shoes
Price, $1.50.

The name is ‘Crumbs of Comfort."

Sale o f Rubber Boots
One lot of men's $5 “ Gold Seal" boots for
$3.75
Children’ s boots, $1.25.
Misses boots, $1.50

Sale on Shoes
One lot, men’ s $3.50 shoes marked

$1.50

Sale on Rompers
One lot, children's 50 cent rompers, age 2 to 6. for

33c

Sale on Rock Maple Syrup
Price $1.25 a gal.

Made

A. R. Sedgeley

by

Ladies’ Kid Gloves
Price $1 and $1.50.

White, tan, brown, gray, black

HOW ABOUT IT?

Do you need any Sheetings, Pillow Tub
ing, Ready Made Sheets, Crashes,
Ginghams, Percales, etc?

W e have the assortm ent to select
from .

SEEDS

In Bulk and Package

TOOTHAKER’ S

A . G. CRONKHITE,

MILLINERY

A new and up-to-date line of Spring PHILLIPS,
Millinery, trimmed and untrimmed
shapes.
E. MABELLE CLOUSE
•

Open Saturday
Evenings.

PR ACTICAL

car, a

! CANDY

car in every sense o f the word.
This is the kind of car you can buy at $475. fully equip
ped, F. 0 . B. Waltham, Mass.

6 . W. SKILLINGS,
Route*}, Farm ingsn, Maine.
Franklin County Agent.

Cabbage, Beets,
■i

!

-

-

MAINE

DRIED PEACHES

Maine

A fresh line of

It won the Glidden Tour be
cause it is a

-

CALIFORNIA’ S FANCY

Comfort Cottage

Phillips,

Agency for the Universal

M E T Z

;|

Rings.

CASH STORE

%

R E L IA B L E

$17

a window card. Please remember that
BUTTERICK PATTERNS IN STOCK
this will be food fresh from the oven
to your table. Bread and Pastry.
Baked Beans and Brown Bread every
Saturday afternoon. Give us your
order for beans on Friday afternoon and
Farmers’ telephone
have them delivered Saturday. To in
crease the sale o f our Cream o f Bread,
No. 2 Beal Block,
Phillips, Me.
12 wrappers taken from Cream o f Bread
will entitle you to one loaf of bread for
10 cents or three loaves for 25 cents.
ove
Patronize home trade and keep a tral Maine General hospital for an Watch Cases, Watch M
baker in Phillips.
operation for appendicitis.
Mrs.
ments, Watch Chains,
C. E, CLEVELAND The Baker, Nancy Keene will accompany them.
Watch Fobs
PHILLIPS, MAINE
Mrs. L. P. Barney of Greenville
Men’s
Rings,
Ladies’ Rings,
Junction who has been in town sev
eral weeks with her parents, Mr.
Baby Rings, Wedding
and Mrs. S. Warren Bates, returned
Rings, Diamond
to her home Tuesday.

| j SUCH S A F E T Y .

Phillips, Maine

Steam Laundry.

Spring Coats

C. M. HOYT

STORE

D. F. HOYT,

The Sedgeley Store

1

a few boxes this week,
3 lbs. for 25c.

BARTLETT
CANNED PEARS
24c.

B . S . B E E D Y ’S

Turnips.

A SU G G E ST IO N
HOME C A N N E D

i Peas
Beans
| Mustard Pickles

If you break or lose your glasses
kindly notify me and I will furnish y°u
EXACT duplicates on short notice.

FRANK F. GRAVES,
Registered Optometrist
NEW SHARON, - MAINE.
You w a n t to advertlM wtier*
can get th a beat results from mon*/
expended.
T ry Mains Woods.

